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Comer's School Development Program in 
Chicago" A Theory-Based Evaluation 

Thomas D. Cook and Robert F. Murphy 
Northwestern Universily 

H. David Hunt 
Unive~acity of Southen~ Mississippi 

Using ./i'/'tb through eighth-grade students, the Comer School Development 
Program was evalualed irt 10 inner cil, lt Chicago schools over 4 years, con- 
trastirzg them with nine randomly selecled no-lreatmenl comparison schools. 
Comer schools hnplemenWd more program details lhan the controls but were 
not fai lhful  to all program parliculars. Students' ratings of  lhe school's social 
clhnate improved soon after the program, began. 13y Ihe last 2 slztdy jeaEg, 
bOlh the students'  and  teachetx 'perceptions of  the school's academic climale 
had also improved relative to the control schools. 13y Ibese last yea*g Comer 
schools had gained about 3 percentile points" more lhan the controls in holh 
reading and  math and  students reported less acting out on a scale whose items 
are con'elated with more serious q['ferMh~g in later 1(/~. Studems in Comer 
schools also endo,,xed more conventional norms aboul misbehaving and re- 
porled grealer abili(v lo con#'ol their anger. However, lhe Comer program dM 
not benefit either sludents' me,zlal health or theirparlicipation in activities Ihal 
adtdls consider wholesome. Explanations./br the achievement and  acting out 
results ate o/.lbred based on studerzl and  sta./,l'data about school climate, on 
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insights./J'om an ethnograpl~v conducted in the program schools, and  on co~z- 
trast with the evahtation results.fi'om Prince Geoqge's Coun04 MD, where a 
d(/.'/~rerzl uarianl (?./'the program./~tiled to achieve any positive ottlcomes. 

T his is the second in a series of reports evaluating Come,"s School Devel- 
opment  Program (SDP) in different cities and suburbs. This report deals 

with Chicago and analyzes how well the program is implemented there, how 
it affects school climate, how it influences change in student outcomes, and 
why it has the effects it does. The first report was on the program in middle 
schools in Prince George's  County, MD (Cook et al., 1999); the next will be 
on SDP in elementa W schools in Detroit (Millsap, Chase, Cook, & Hunt, in 
preparation). 

Program Description 

James Comer contends that a wide range of student .skills can be enhanced 
through an intervention of his design that seeks to improve the interpe,'sonal 
relationships and social climate in a school as a prelude to enhancing its 
academic focus and, hence, student achievement. His theo W has been out- 
lined in detail elsewhere, both as it began and has subsequently evolved 
(Anson et al., 1991; Comer, 1980, 1984, 1988; Comer, Haynes, Joyner, & Ben 
Avie, 1996). Central to the theow is the notion that each school should 
determine its own academic and social goals. Specified only are the pro- 
cesses and structures needed to establish, monitor, and modify these goals. 

The premier structure is the School Planning and Management Team, 
which consists of school administrators, teachers, othe," staff, parents, and 
sometimes students. Its main purpose is to develop a school improvement  
plan, elicit support  across the entire school community,  monitor progress, 
and suggest midcourse corrections. Also specified is a Social Support Team, 
which includes the school professionals most concerned with students' psy- 
chological and social welfare (e.g., counselors, nurses, social workers, spe- 
cial education teachers, and psychologists). This team ministers to students 
with special needs and prevents social problems fl'om arising on the school 
campus. This is accomplished by disseminating to all in the building (and 
even to parents) information about child development  and its links to the 
social and racial attributes of local families. The final structure is the Parent 
Team. Its goal is to mobilize parents to support  the school in w, rious ca- 
pac i t i e s - in  governance, through service in classrooms, hallways, and librar- 
ies, by supervising day trips and engaging in boosterism, and Rind-raising. 
Comer hopes that parent teams will inject into schools the close community 
bonds that he believes operated when nearly all teachers lived in the same 
community as their students. 

These three structures operate according to process principles that 
Comer trusts will become widespread throughout the building and not just 
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restricted to the three teams. The first principle is that adult groups should 
cooperate with each other and should always place student needs above 
their own. The assumption is that competing adults do not have the focus or 
energy required to serve chiklren well. The second principle is that all adults 
in the building should adopt  a problem-solving rather than a fault-finding 
orientation. This avoids counterproductive acrimony and fosters improved 
teamwork. Finally, Comer highlights decision-making by consensus rather 
than vote or principal fiat. Consensus requires listening to others and devel- 
oping empathy for the views of others. It does not engender  the polarization 
into winners and losers that can accompany voting. Once these three pro- 
cess principles are dominant in a school, Comer believes that the staff will 
then focus on attaining widely shared goals, interpersonal trust will be a 
premier building norm, and local children's needs will be well understood 
and obviously paramount.  The result should be a more humane and effec- 
tive school. 

Comer distinguishes among physical, psychological, linguistic, cogni- 
tive, social, and ethical pathways to healthy development.  He believes that 
these pathways are interdependent and mutually reinforcing. This has sev- 
eral important implications. One is that promoting children's welfare in just 
one or two domains will rarely achieve anything of lasting value; another is 
that evaluating his program requires testing children across many or all of 
these outcome domains. He also contends that teacher knowledge of stu- 
dents' backgrounds influences how they t,'eat students; the implication is 
that the social background of students will influence the kind of reform 
activities undertaken in .'-i school and perhaps even staff's initial assumptions 
about their effectiveness. Most of Corner's own work has been with elemen- 
taw schools that serve students of color who live in midsize urban comnau- 
nities. In his view, these children face unique problems because their 
teachers are often middle class and of a different race. Because of this, as 
well as for other reasons already noted, Comer believes that special attention 
should be paid to imp,'oving a school's social climate. Achieving this, he 
believes, will then reduce the teacher-student culture gap, help students 
acquire some of the middle-class interaction hal)its that teachers (and em- 
ployers) value, and make lea,-ning easier because students feel safer in 
school and trust the staff more. Because social climate is so central, Comer 
suggests using both the social service teams and staff professional develop- 
ment time to help teachers bette," understand children's developmental  
needs and how these relate to local circumstances. He wants to reduce 
teachers' negative stereotyping of students, particularly those of color from 
poor households, and to convince teachers that their students can learn and 
that parents are trying to support  their children under circumstances that 
often limit their participation. Comer does not blame teachers for students' 
shortcomings. He also acknowledges that parents need to know more about 
the pressures school personnel face, that they need to take more responsi- 
bility for thei," children's behavior, and that they need to do mo,'e so that 
children see how closely home and school values coincide. 
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Anson et al. (1991) outlined a causal model of Corner's theory that 
indicates the steps involved in testing the theory well. Program implemen- 
tation is the first isstle. This entails describing and then evaluating how well 
the three teams operate, how widely governance is shared, to what extent 
tile program's process goals are disseminated, anti by how much parent 
involvement is enhanced. Given quality implementation, the question arises: 
Does the school social climate improve, particularly as regards the quality of 
interpersonal relationships among staff, among stuclents, and between teach- 
ers and students? The next issue is to ascertain whether this improved social 
climate leads students to feel better about themselves and to behave in ways 
that are closer to mainstream norms, including wanting to do well in aca- 
demic wo,'k. Another question is raised: Does the school's academic climate 
improve when the social climate is better and child,-en behave more con- 
ventionally? This then leads to a final question: Do higher test scores result 
flom these climate and social behavior changes? Models like this tend to be 
neatly linear, although nature may be more complex. For instance, some of 
the postulated causal relationships may be reciprocal rather than unidirec- 
tional. Also, there is no specified length of time that has to elapse before a 
variable early in the sequence affects outcomes that are supposed to change 
later. Even so, the model points to important domains whe,'e we have to look 
for effects and it remincts us that evaluating p ,esumed causal relationships 
later in tile postulated sequence only makes sense if earlier ones have al- 
ready been shown to occur. 

The Policy Importance of the Program 

Tile promise to bring about a broad set of positive clevelol)mental changes 
has led many foundations and school districts to support  tile SDP. According 
to Coiner et al. (1996), there were 70 schools in tile network in 1990. By 
1995, there were 563 (433 elementary, 85 middle and 45 high schools) 
locatecl in 80 districts and 22 states, including tile District of Columbia. Mzmy 
consequential claims have been made about tile program's effectiveness. 
The 1998 Labor-HHS-Education Appropriations Bill included $200 million 
for whole school reform and the SDP was prominently mentioned as one of 
a vel T small number  of reputedly already-successful school reform models. 
The program is also listed as "exemplary" in the U.S. 1)epartment of Educa- 
tion report: Building Knowledge./bra Nalion q/'Learnem (1997). We suggest 
that the program is worthy of evaluation because it is long-standing, enjoys 
a national reputation, is growing rapidly, is especially relevant to minority 
students (particula,iy Aflican Americans), and because important claims 
have been made about its effectiveness in promoting healthy social and 
academic development.  

However, nearly all the available data-based claims about program ef- 
fectiveness are provided by Comet 's  own resea,'ch staff (sunama,ized in 
Haynes, Emmons, Gebreyesus, & Ben-Avie, 1996). Reviewing much tile 
same evidence, Becker and Hedges (1996) noted the low technical quality of 
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the research due to the way control groups were formed when they were 
available, to the biases associated with teacher self-reports of outcomes, to 
the high likelihood of capitalizing on chance in many of the statistical analy- 
ses conducted, and to the small sample size of studies available for exam- 
ining a given outcome. However, within these limits, they suggested that the 
published results tended toward the positive, whether school climate, social 
behavior, or academic achievement was under consideration. However, ex- 
amining the same evidence and without splitting hairs, Cook et al. (1999) 
preferred the verdict "not proven" over Becker and Hedges' (1996) verdict of 
"possibly positive." 

To date, there has only been one independent study of program effec- 
tiveness based on a randomized experiment (Cook et al., 1999). It was 
conducted with 23 middle schools in Prince George's County, MD. The 
results suggested that the program was not implemented ve W well in this 
one county and that it had no effect on school climate or students' mental 
health, social behavior, or school performance. However, the study took 
place in a suburban county, albeit one with predominantly Aflican American 
schools, into which many families have recently moved to flee the social 
disorganization of Washington, DC. Even so, the county's poverty rates are 
not like Chicago's. In the 1990 Census, no county tract had even 30% of its 
resident families poor whereas Chicago has been the site for many studies of 
urban underclass neighborhoods understood as having a poverty rate of 
40% o," more (Wilson, 1987, 1996). The Prince George's County study also 
involved middle schoolers, though most national experience with Corner's 
program has been at the elementa W level where students are younger and 
typically attend the same school for longer. Also, Latino children were ex- 
cluded flom the earlier study, even though the program is supposed to 
benefit all types of minorities. A final limitation of the earlier study is that it 
had to use a state minimal competency test in math as the academic achieve- 
merit measure. The particular test was developed to discriminate at the 
passing score rather than across the entire range, so there were some scaling 
problems. Although the Prince George's County stucly involved schools for- 
really in the SDP, the case could still be made that the student achievement 
measure was inadequate and that the sampling design did not include the 
types of urban schools and students for which the program was most clearly 
designed. 

In the study to be repo,'ted, the sampled elementary schools were de- 
liberately selected to be among the worst in Chicago. They serve mostly 
African American students living in public housing, although some Mexican 
American and Chinese American students attend some of the sampled 
schools. The Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) was available as an achieve- 
ment outcome measure, and for evaluation purposes it is clearly superior to 
the Maryland state test. Also, individual student behavior and school perfor- 
mance were measurecl over 4 years rather than just over the 2 years that 
students attencl county middle schools. The present stucly has another ad- 
vantage. Social programs are not static; they change in response to new 
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personnel and experiences. For about its first 25 years or so, the Comer 
program stressed improving school governance, dealing with problem chil- 
dren, enhancing social relationships in the building, and ino'easing parent 
involvement. Academic matters were secondary. That emphasis  is now 
changing. Squires and Joyner  (1996) provided an overview of new program 
thinking about stimulating acaclemic achievement more directly. However, 
in a decentralizect program, schools are still free to select their own goals and 
procedures as long as Corner's process specifications are not violatecl. So, 
Prince George's  County officials could still have emphasized improving their 
schools'  social climate even with the newer priorities. In Chicago, as much 
emphasis  was placed on improving the academic focus as the social climate, 
thanks to exhortations flom both the Chicago School District Central Office 
and program headquarters in New Haven, CT. The present study is closer to 
more recent program priorities. 

Tile Program's Theoretical Importance 

Tile Comer program is heavily psychological and developmental  at its core. 
Howeve, ,  a heavy initial emphasis on social climate could have unintended 
negative consequences,  especially if it takes time and effort away from more 
structured pedagogic activities (Maclve,', Reuman, & Main, 1995). For in- 
stance, many teachers learn about effective pedagogy cluring in-service train- 
ing sessions. If these sessions are devotecl to learning about students' social 
clevelopment and mental health, to new ways of relating to parents, and to 
new teacher roles in school governance, then the in-service sessions are not 
likely to enhance academic achievement and may even detract from it. More- 
over, if teachers spend mo,'e of their classroom time dealing with students' 
feelings, relationships and normative development,  they may spend less 
time teaching the curriculum. In line with this, Phillips (1997) showed that 
efforts to improve a school's social climate can reduce academic achieve- 
ment. Cook et al. (1999) suggested the same in their Prince George's  County 
study. Will this happen again in Chicago? 

The issue is impo,'tant because the notion of schools as learning com- 
munities is currently fashionable (Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; Rutter, 
Maugham, Mortimore, & Ouston, 1979). With this approach, both the social 
and academic dimensions of school climate are emphasized because they 
reinforce each other, as long as tile collective emphasis is clearly on learning. 
We test whether a school's academic and social climate are improved be- 
cause of the Comer program and whether these changes mediate effects on 
individual students. 

To summarize, we will describe and explain (1) how well the SDP 
was implemented in Chicago; (2) whether the program imp,'oved school 
climate and various student outcomes; and (3) whether and how the social 
and academic dimensions of school climate mediate between program 
participation and outcome changes. Chicago is well suitect for studying 
these issues. The schools in ou," sample are predominantly Afl'ican American 
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and poor, students attend K through 8 schools, program exposure lasts 
up to 4 years, the achievenlent nleasure is standard, and the local pro- 
gram eventually emphasized a scllool's ~,cademic focus as much as its social 
climate. 

Methods 

Tile Setting and Program Variant 

Elements of tile implenlentation of tile SDP wiry by both district and school 
in order to maximize the fit to local circun~stances. Tile Chicago progranl is 
unique in many ways. It was introduced in tile nliddle of a citywide educa- 
tional refoml initiative supported by local politicians, businesses, and phi- 
lanthropies concerned with the poor performance of Chicago public school 
children. At first, tile reform enlphasized creating locql school councils, t_lsu- 
ally composed of tile principal and representatives of teachers, parents, and 
community leaders (Bryk, Sebring, Kerbow, Rollow, & Easton, :1998). It was 
assumed that these councils would govern schools better than the district 
central office or principals acting alone because council menlbers were es- 
pecially adept at identifying local needs and planning ameliorative initiatives 
that would be locally viable. Councils were encouraged to set their own 
school goals and establish their own instructional designs, thus creating a 
possible overlap with the Amctions of Corner's School Planning and Man- 
agement  Teanl. This problenl did not arise in practice thanks to a division of 
labor that quickly evolved. Local councils retained control over budget and 
hiring matters and the School Planning and Managenlent Teams p,'ovided 
leadership in designing and monitoring other school priorities, including 
school improvement  plans. 

Midway through the study the political context changed. The mayor and 
his appointees in the Chicago district office tightened their control and re- 
duced tile power  of local school councils. Some councils had been admin- 
istered badly; others were co-opted by principals nlore anxious to retain 
their jobs than inlp,'ove their schools; and others fell tinder the control of 
community activists seeking to use the schools as launching pads for broader 
refornls that were not educational. The new emphasis  made test scores the 
dominant criterion for judging school effectiveness (rather then success in 
creating decentralized managemen0.  Because of their low test scores, one 
sixth of all city schools were put on probation. The hope was that tighter 
management,  a clear "bottom line," decisions linked to the bottom line, and 
additional resources to each school would improve student test scores. This 
would satisfy local taxpayers, encourage the State of Illinois to give more to 
city schools, and induce businesses and middle-class families to stay in 
Chicago or to locate there. 

At first, Comer was not keen on having his program introduced into 
Chicago, fearing it would be compromised by district, city, and neighbor- 
hood politics. Nonetheless, he was persuaded to do so in 1990 by officials at 
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Youth Guidance, a local organization of social workers that was then pro- 
riding a broad range of noninstructional support  services to high school 
students and their families. Expanding its mission, Youth Guidance eventu- 
ally became responsible for implementing the Comer program in Chicago K 
through 8 schools. The program was introduced in phases. In 1991-1992, 
four schools began as pilot institutions; four more program schools were 
added (and four controls) the following year; and in 1993-1994, the final six 
program and six control schools entered the study. 

The goals of Youth Guidance shifted over time. Much of the pilot and 
the first full implementation year were spent on stimulating parent involve- 
ment, convincing principals and staff that parents were important, and guid- 
ing the three Comer teams to work in theoretically prescribed ways. Next 
year, greater saliency was accorded to improving social relationships, pri- 
marily between wincipals and teachers but also between various teacher 
groups in the schools and between parents and teachers. This interpersonal 
focus remained central in the second full year of implementation. Thereafter, 
more attention was paid to improving academic perfornaance through better 
instructional practice. To this end, Youth Guidance experimented for a year 
with a local university-based instructional program, which failed. It then 
hired its own director of educational programming. After initiating some 
prelimina U efforts, he was soon hired away by the SDP central office at Yale. 
In the last 2 years considered here, systematic program efforts were intro- 
duced into schools to influence classroom change. These efforts involved 
changing some personnel, raising the profile of instructional practice, modi- 
fying curriculum design and coordination, conducting more and better 
teacher training, and specifying the expanded roles that principals and mas- 
ter teachers could play in helping classroom teachers. These efforts in- 
creased the local correspondence with the shift toward instruction occurring 
in both the Comer central office and the ciWwide reform initiative. 

We do not have exact figures on program costs per school in Chicago. 
Most of  these were borne by local foundations. However,  schools contrib- 
uted more and more from their vastly increased discretionary budgets, one 
consequence of the reform process. Nonetheless, program costs per school 
were clearly higher than those found nationwide for the SDP. This was 
primarily because facilitators are a major share of any Comer budget. In 
Chicago, they were originally assigned to a school ful l- t ime--much more 
than the 1.5-2 days per week that occurred in Prince George's  County and 
even more than is found in the many program sites where one facilitator is 
responsible for many schools (e.g., Cleveland and New Orleans). Interest- 
ingly, the facilitator expenses per school were not much higher in an abso- 
lute sense in Chicago than Prince George's  County. This was because city 
facilitators we,'e paid social work salaries, which are less than one half of 
what teacher facilitators received in the county. In-service training for teach- 
ers anti parents is another large part of the Comer budget. The flequency of 
local retreats and trips to Yale, the size of  the contingents sent, and the use 
of educational consultants seem as heavy in Chicago as elsewhere in the 
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SDP. On an annual per-school basis, the Chicago exemplar  was probably 
among the better funded nationally. 

The Chicago variant of the SDP was unique in many ways. It was staffed 
primarily by social workers anti not trained educators. The facilitator role 
was particularly heavy. The School Planning and Management Team's  func- 
tions overlapped considerably with those of local school councils. A very 
heavy emphasis was placed on parent mobilization initially and then on the 
quality of social relationships in the school. When it became obvious that a 
strategy was needed for directly improving achievement,  many stops and 
starts occurred before such a strategy was in place. (To be fair, other Comer 
sites have never even adopted such a strategy, prefe,'ring to view the pro- 
gram only its a means of classroom management  and social development.)  

This local uniqueness does not imply a poor  realization of Corner's 
theory in Chicago. After all, the theory does not specify who provides ser- 
vices and it frankly recognizes that program details have to be tailored to 
local exigencies. In fact, several additional factors point to a strong test of his 
model: (1) The ability of Youth Guidance to learn and adapt  Corner's 
mode l - - a s  is attested by the central office of the SDP asking the agency to 
become a regional training center; (2) the level of financial resources awfil- 
able to each school in the program; (3) the dedication of Youth Guidance's  
senior staff, their continuity over 6 years, and their skill in negotiating the 
perilous political waters of Chicago schools; (4) the willingness of the Chi- 
cago political, business, anti l)hilanthropic elite to support  school change; 
(5) the desire of many (but certainly not all) teachers and parents to embrace 
change; and (6) the ease with which the roles of the local school councils 
and the School Planning and Management Teams could be clifferentiated. All 
these factors point to the possibility of quality implementation of Corner's 
program in Chicago. 

The Experimental Design Plan 

The hope was to conduct a pilot year in four program schools. Then, over 2 
years, a multiyear ranclomized exper iment  would be initiated with 10 
matched pairs, with one school from each pair being assigned to program 
status and the other to control status. All the schools hacl principals who 
originally asked to be in the Comer program, ancl all were K through 8. 
However,  only students in Grades 5 through 8 were samplecl for this study 
because of the need to complete written questionnaires. 

The pilot sites were located in desperately poor  African American 
neighborhoods on the west side of Chicago. The principals wanted the 
program to help them restructure their school in ways that would be sensi- 
tive both to the citywide reform mandate and to the racial anti social class 
backgrounds of stuclents. The eight Phase I schools were selected from a 
somewhat  larger population of volunteer schools in the same area. Two 
years of prior data were used to match schools on the basis of average 
academic achievement and student racial composition before randomly its- 
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signing them to program or control status. A year later, the same procedures 
were tlsecl to assign 12 additional schools. These Phase I1 schools were 
selected fiom less economically impacted parts of the city. This is largely 
because Youth Guidance wanted their fzicilitators to have some relief fl'om 
the difficulties they were encountering with the troubled Phase I and pilot 
schools. Still, the Phase II schools were clearly urban, minority, and poor. 
None had more than 2% White students, none scored above the 43rd per- 
centile in math or reading on the ITBS and, with the exception of one school, 
they had 88-97% low-income students. (The comparable figures for the 
Phase I schools we i r  between 94% and 99%, omitting one outlier.) 

In a meeting prior to treatment assignment, all the principals agreed to 
abide by the assignment decided by a coin toss and to support  the full 
measurement  plan. They were also promised that if they became controls, 
they could enter the program 4 years later if they so wanted and if financial 
resources allowed. Tile schools were majority African American, with some 
Latino (mostly Mexican American) and Asian American students (nearly all 
first- or second-generation immigrants fi'om China). Schools with a lower 
Aflican American representation tended to be in the second phase. 

Data were collected Dora the Phase I schools in Fall 1992 and a year 
later for Phase II schools. In tile first study year (or the second for pilot 
schools), questionnaires were aclministered to students in late Fall in order to 
provide a baseline ibr tile written outcome measures. The,eafter, outcome 
testing took place in the late Spring of each school year. About a month prior 
to this each year, students completed another questionnaire that dealt with 
school climate issues. School staff completed an annual questionnaire in late 
Spring that covered school climate and the quality of p,'og,'am implementa- 
tion. This annual testing cycle continued until Spring 1.997, that is, 5 and 4 
years after the study officially began for the pilot and first-phase and second- 
phase schools, respectively. 

The Achieved Experimental Design 

Unfortunately, 5 of the 24 schools dropped out of the study :it different times 
for various reasons. One pilot school left the study just a year before its 
planned termination. Tile reason was that Youth Guiclance no longer wanted 
to work with the new principal who had joined the school the year before 
and was not being cooperative. Three of tile original Phase I program 
schools also dropped out, each after 2 years. In two cases, a new principal 
was appointed who did not want the program; in the third, the principal did 
not want the quantitative research component  (although his school stayed in 
the program ancl the ethnographic component  continued). Of tile Phase II 
schools, only one dropped out, almost immediately after learning it had been 
assigned to tile control status. This left 19 schools, comprising 3 pilot pro- 
gram schools, 5 Phase I schools (1 program and 4 controls), and 11 Phase II 
schools (6 prog,'am and 5 controls). 

Such selective attrition vitiates the randomized experiment  because 
more Comer than control schools dropped out and because the treatment is 
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clearly confounded with principal turnover. We could restrict analyses to the 
planned school matches that were successfully maintained. However,  there 
is only one in Phase I and five in Phase II. We explored to see if any biases 
resulted from adding the pilot schools to the Phase I schools, thus creating 
8 Phase I schools (4 program and 4 controls) and 11 Phase II schools (6 
program and 5 controls). To do this requires treating the second year in pilot 
schools as the first year of legitimate data collection. This is not an unrea- 
sonable assumption because Youth Guidance spent much of the first year 
learning how to implement the program. Grouping the schools in this way 
adds degrees of fl 'eedom but entails the possibility of  selection bias. To 
examine this possibility, we first need to describe the student sample and the 
measures used for estimating possible bias. 

Longitudinal and Cross-Sectional Student Samples 

With the school district's permission, all the original principals declared the 
research to be part of the school cur,iculuna. So, only passive consent was 
,equired. When a letter was sent home giving pa,ents the chance not to 
participate, few chose to do so. Student att,ition occurred when children 
were absent on both the official testing day and on the questionnaire 
makeup  day, when students joined tile school midway through the year, and 
when teachers in a few classes refused to cooperate with the testing, despite 
repeated requests by the school's front office. The student response ,ate was 
more than 95% each year. Questionnaires were printed in English, in both 
English and Spanish, and in both English and Chinese (after back transla- 
tion). 

In total, 10,306 students in fifth through eighth grade were surveyed on 
at least one measurement  occasion over the 5-year period. We refer to these 
students as the cross-sectional sample. Of these, 1,685 were first eligible to 
be in the study in the fifth or sixth grade in the Fall of  1993 or 1994 and 
remained in the same school for 3 or 4 years between Grades 5 and 8. These 
students comprise the longitudinal sample. Of those with a 4-yea," histo W in 
the same school, 30% began in the first study year (1993) and 70% in 1994. 
Of those with a 3-year histol T, 37% began in 1993 and 63% in 1994. These 
1,685 students constitute 68% of all those who began fifth or sixth grade in 
1993 or 1994, the others being those who began then but left school after less 
than 3 years. 

This report uses the cross-sectional sample to validate findings from the 
longitudinal sample. The hypotheses we test are whether  program schools 
change over time at a faster rate than controls and whether they finish at a 
higher mean level. The longitudinal sample is superior for testing these 
hypotheses because individual change is better estimated, annual fluctua- 
tions in student body composition do not affect the school-level results, J and 
the analysis includes stt, dents who were exposed to the program or control 
status for the longest time possible. 
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Student Measures 

The student measures are outlined in Table 1, together with some of their 
psychometric properties and a sample item from each construct. Many of the 
questionnaire measures are identical to those used in the evaluation of the 
SDP in Prince George's  County and some are being used in the ongoing 
evaluation in Detroit. 

Student climale. A climate questionnaire was administered to students 
at the end of each study yea,'. For ease of presentation, we organize the 
unique constructs into four domains: (1) Social Relationships With Adults 
in School assesses the respect with which school staff hold students and 
the caring students attribute to school staff'; (2) Social Climate Among 
Students consists of measures of students' social skills, the use of positive 
problem-solving strategies, the use of negative problem-solving strategies, 
the perceived physical safety of students, pride in the school, attachment to 
the school, comfort in interpersonal contexts at school, and personal feel- 
ings of not belonging in the school; (3) Academic Relationships With 
Adults in School consists of teachers' encouragement  of academic success, 
teachers' concern with children's lea,'ning, teachers' behaviors to motivate 
students to learn, and the extent to which achievement is recognized in 
school assemblies; (4) Academic Values Among Students consists of devalu- 
ing academic performance, accepting school values, and personally valt, ing 
education. 

Global social climate was assessed as the equally weighted sum of a 
subset of the constructs listed above: physical safety, respect for students 
ascribed to staff, caring of school staff, students' social skills, the use of positive 
problem-solving strategies, the use of negative problem-solving strategies, pride 
in the school, attachment to the school, comfort in interpersonal contexts, and 
the prevalence of personal feelings of not belonging in the school. Global 
academic climate entailed sun~ning perceptions of teachers' encouragement of 
academic success, teachers' concern with children's learning, teachers' behav- 
iors to motivate students, recognition of achievement, student devaluing of 
academic success, and student acceptance of school values. 

Student outcomes. Outcome constructs were also organized into four 
domains: (1) Mental Health assesses self-efficacy in school, racial pride, 
positive expectations for future life, valuing of positive outcomes in future, 
satisfaction with current life and relationships, the use of constructive coping 
strategies, depression, anger, and the use of negative coping strategies; (2) 
Negative Social Behaviors consists of an "acting out" scale relevant to early 
teens based on asking about the frequency with which each of 11 mischie- 
vous or illegal acts had been committed in the last 6 months, items concern- 
ing normative beliefs about misbehavior, and questions about substance 
abuse, analyzed here as the sum of whether students had ever used ciga- 
rettes, tobacco, or marijuana during the previous 30 days and had ever used 
more serious drugs during the last 6 months; (3) Positive Social Behaviors 
consists of the proportion of all reported weekday and weekend hours spent 
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in clubs or lessons, playing sports, and doing homework  or fl'ee reading; (4) 
Academic Achievement consists of the ITBS normal curve equivalents (NCE 
scores) for math and reading for every year a student had been in tile 
Chicago school system. These data were provided by the school district. 

Studenl background. The student questionnaires included reports of 
the student's sex, race, parents'  (or guardians') education, parents'  (or guard- 
ians') current work status, and household composition. Also included were 
family process variables, including measures of home academic support, use 
of reasoning in parenting practices, parental rule setting, and the quality of 
parent-child affective relations. The combined third-grade ITBS scores for 
math and reading were also used as a student background variable because 
it predated the program. 

School Characteristics 

Any of tile constructs above could be aggregated to the school level to 
characterize schools. However,  the Chicago Public School System also pro- 
vided annual data on each school's enrollment, attendance, student mobility, 
percent of students classified as having limited English proficiency, and the 
percent of low-income students. 

Sample Description 

Table 2 compares  the SDP and control schools on some official school 
demographics and test scores, plus selected student reports of family process 
and outcomes. The outcome data are fl'om Fall of the first study yeqr and the 
student background and achievement are fl'om Spring of the first year. Table 
2 reveals that the schools are economically impacted and the population 
includes mostly minority students. Most students have parents or guardians 
with no education beyond high school. More children live in homes without 
both biological parents than with them. Average test scores begin at about 
the 30th percentile; standarcl deviations suggest that ve W few students score 
above tile 50th percentile. This is almost certainly the largest, most economi- 
cally disadvantaged population with which tile SDP has been tried. 

Selection Bias 

Table 2 also reveals no initial differences between Comer and control 
schools in terms of school demographics and student reports of family de- 
mographics and process. Tile largest diffe,ence is in test scores, which show 
that the controls initially outperform tile program schools by about 5 per- 
centile points in math and three in reading. There is selection bias favoring 
the controls, but it seems to be sporadic across the measures sampled. A 
similar conclusion is suggested by the school-level correlations between 
Comer status and school demography.  In the school year beginning 1993, 
none of these co,'relations were significant across 19 schools, the highest 
value being .271 and the median value being -.05. Correlations with those 
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Table "/ 
Student Climate and Outcome Measures 

Number  Average 
Measure of  items reliabili D" M SD Sample item and quest ion stem where  appropr ia te  

Social Climate 
Social relationships with aduhs  in school  

Perceived school  staff respect for s tudents  
Perceived car ing of  school staff 

Social Climate A m o n g  Students 
Social skills of  s tudents  

Use of  positive problem-solving strategies 

Use of  negative prohlem-solving strategies (R) 

Perception of physical safety 

Pride in tile school  
Attachment to the school 

Comfort  in interpersonal contexts 
Personal feelings of not tx_qonging in school (R) 

Academic Climate 
Academic relationships with aduhs  in school  

Teachers '  encouragenlen t  of  acadenlic  StlCCeSS 

Teachers '  concern  with chiMrens' learning 

6 .75 3.56 0.18 
3 .87 3.65 0.19 

9 .87 3.23 0.19 

3 .75 2.83 0.26 

4 .73 2.60 0.20 

4 .77 3.63 0.27 

6 .85 3.23 0.27 
6 .87 3.26 0.30 

8 .85 3.51 0.18 
5 .80 3.61 0.18 

5 .79 3.99 0.17 

6 .71 3.99 0.17 

H o w  many  of your  teachers  really listen to what  you have to say? 
When  you  have a problem, how often can you d e p e n d  on . ,  . 

your  teachers  to help you out? 

H o w  many  s tudents  in this s c h o o l . . ,  accept  criticism without  
get t ing angw? 

When  problems occur  a m o n g  s tudents  in this school,  h o w  often 
d o  s t u d e n t s . . ,  work out the p rob lems  a m o n g  themselves by 
talking it over? 

When problems occur  a m o n g  s tudents  in this school,  h o w  often 
d o  students work  out  the problems by fighting, hitting, e i ther  at 
or  away  fl-om school? (R) 

H o w  often d o  you  woro ,  a b o u t . . ,  get t ing beaten up  at school? 
(R) 

H o w  proud  d o  you feel of  this school? 
If you had to s top going to this school ,  how much  would  you  

m i s s . . ,  your  fellow students? 
H o w  comfor table  d o  you iZ 'e l . . ,  talking to your  teacher  in class? 
I feel like no o n e  knows w h o  1 am in this school.  

Of  tile teachers  you  know in this school ,  how m a n y . . ,  tell 
s tudents  that do ing  well in school n o w  is important  to their 
future? 

H o w  many  of  your  teacher,~ . . .  d o  not  care if you  get bad  
grades? (R) 
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Behaviors to motivate studenks 

Recognition for achievelnent  

Academic Values Among  Students 
Student devaluing of academic  success  (R) 
Student accep tance  of school values 

Personal valuing of  educat ion 
Student OtltCOllles 
Mental Health Attributes 

Self-efficacy in school 

Racial pride 
Positive expectat ions for future life 

Vahfing of positive outcomes  in future life' 
Satisfaction with life and  rda t ionsh ips  
Use of constructive coping strategies 

Lack of depress ion  

Lack of anger  

Use of  passive coping strategies (R) 

10 

4 

.80 

.85 

.64 

.79 

.69 

.78 

.81 

.77 

.74 

.80 

.68 

.79 

.81 

.72 

3.70 

3.69 

3.42 
3.46 

3.19 

3.78 

3.97 
4.20 

3.92 
4.01 
4.15 

3.85 

3.18 

4.15 

0.17 

0.29 

0.16 
0.16 

0.17 

0.15 

0.16 
0.16 

0.18 
0.15 
0.15 

0.23 

0.24 

0.15 

H o w  many  of  the teachers  in this school arc* willing to g o  out of  
their w a y  and  spend  extra time to help s tudents  do  their best? 

H o w  many  times are s tudents  recognized or given awards  at 
school assemblies or  other  special  gather ings f o r . . ,  making  
good  grades? 

In this school ,  kids w h o  get g o o d  grades  art" called names.  (R) 
How many  students  in your  school  think doing  h o m e w o r k  is 

important? 
School is boring.  (R) 

How well can  you r emember  things taught  in class and  school 
books? 

H o w  p roud  are you of what  Ihat g r o u p  has done.  
What are the chances  that someday  you yourself  will . . .  stay free 

of drags? 
Hove important  is it to you that you  . . .  will g o  to chtlrch? 
H o w  h a p p y  are you  with . . .  the kind of person you are? 
When you d o  not do  well on schoolwork ,  h o w  often d o  you . . . 

tell yourse l f  you will do  be~ter next time? 
In the last yeas, h o w  often have you  felt . . .  hopeless  about  the 

future? 
In the last year,  h o w  often have you  fch . . .  really mad  at other  

people? 
When you  d o  not d o  well on  schoolwork ,  h o w  often d o  you , . .  

say it was  the teacher 's  fauh? 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Number Avenlge 
Measure of items reliability M SD Sample item and question stem where  appropriate 

Negative Social Behaviors 
Acting out 11 .87 

l) isapproval of  misbehavior  8 .88 

Suhstance abuse  4 .67 

Positive Social l lehaviors 
Time spent in clubs or  lessons 6 .87 

Time spent  playing spot , s  4 .79 

Time spent doing h o m e w o r k  or  free reading 4 .76 
Time spent  in unst ructured activities t0 .87 

Aca(lenlic Achievenlent 
Math NCE test score N/A N/A 
Reading NCE test score' N/A N/A 

Family Process 
Home academic  suppor t  5 .72 

Parenting style: reasoning 3 .75 

Parental rule setting 6 .66 

Positive parent-child relations 6 .81 

3.31 2.94 In the past year, h o w  often have you . . .  clone some pretty 
dangerous  things just R)r tim? 

4.01 0.22 H o w  wrong  is it . . .  to hit someone  if they mess with someone  in 
your  lhmily? 

0.53 0.25 In the past month  or  31) days,  h o w  many  cigarettes did you 
smoke? 

0.16 0.04 On a weekend,  h o w  many  hours  do you  spend  taking part in 
school clubs or groups? 

0.22 0.03 On a school day, h o w  many  hours  do  you  spend  playing p i ckup  
games  outside o f  school  like basketball ,  softball: etc.? 

0.25 0.04 On a weekend,  h o w  many  hours  do  you  spend  reading for fun? 
0.38 0.05 On a weekend,  h o w  many  hours  do you spend  talking on the 

telephone? 

32.00 7.09 ITBS math s c o r e i N C E  
33.19 4.57 1TBS reading score - -NCE 

3.00 0.17 How often does  s o m e o n e  at h o m e . . ,  look to make  sure you 've  
done  your  holllevv'ork? 

4.10 0.14 When you break o n e  of  your  parents  more  important  rules, h o w  
often do  t h e y . . ,  ask you to explain? 

3.81 0.14 In your  home.  h o w  often do  you  have to follow roles about  . . .  
what  time you g o  to bed at night? 

3.97 0.14 My parents  . . . respect  my ability to make  decisions. 

Note. (R) = Reverse c o d e d ;  ITBS = Iowa Test o f  Basic Skills; NCE = norm:tl  cu rve  equ iva len t s .  
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Table 2 
Comparability of Comer and Control Schools 

School characteristics: mean of 4 years (source: district archives) 
Limited Low Student 
english income Attendance mubility White 

Enrollment (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Black 
(%) 

Asian 
(,'/.) 

Hispanic 
(%) 

Control 676 10 94 92 31 3 74 5 18 
Comer 648 11 91 92 30 1 81 4 13 

Student and family demographics: mode for 4 years (source: student self-report) 

Highest parent education Highest parent employment 
Sex 

HS or Some Not Part Full 
Male (%) less (%) college (%) working (%) time (%) time (%) 

Family structure 

Two biological 
parents (%) 

One biological 
parent (%) 

No biological 
parents (%) 

Control 49 53 47 22 13 65 35 
Comer 45 54 ,i6 20 19 62 29 

,16 
45 

19 
27 

Selected outcome variables: first study year (source: district archives and student self-report) 

Family process 

Home Parenting Parental Positive Achievement 
academic style: rule parent-child 
support reasoning setting relations Math Reading 

lack of 
anger 

Student outcomes 

Disapproval of 
misbehavior 

Self-efficacy 
in school 

lack of 
depression 

Control 
M37) 3.13 4.17 3.95 3.97 34.76 36.30 

0.16 0.15 0.09 0.12 7.68 3.86 
3.05 
0.15 

4.09 
0.13 

3.81 
0.18 

3.63 
0.12 

Coiner 
M579 3.10 4.05 3.93 3.93 29.07 33.08 3.05 4.03 3.77 3.58 

{}.11 0.11 0.09 0.08 6.24 4.23 0.14 0.18 0.15 0.10 
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outcomes that are key for this study are in the same range as the demo- 
g,'aphics: -.20 for math, -. 11 for reading, .02 for acting out, -.25 for no,mative 
belieN about misbehavior, and -.06 for lack of anger. These correlations 
suggest a modest  selection problem. Further evidence of this modest bias is 
demonstrated by the data on teachers. Across :dl years, the Comer schools 
average 55% Black and 32% White teachers; the comparable control values 
are 57% and 29%. Of till Comer teachers, 17% were in their first year tit the 
school, 12% were in their second year, and 31% had been there between 3 
and 7 years. For controls, these values were 15%, 11%, and 30%, respectively. 
Thus, the Comer and control schools were quite similar in student and staff 
demographics,  although Coiner students scored below their controls on 
achievement tests. 

More troubling is the potential selection bias arising fl'om principal 
turnover. At the end of the 1993-1994 school year, the Chicago School I3oard 
offered principals a generous retirement package, which was accepted by 9 
of the original 24 principals. The next year, two more accepted, one having 
spent only a year tit his new school. The distribution of principal changes 
was correlated with program status. Only 1 of 10 Comer schools in the final 
analytic sample changed its principal during the study period, whereas five 
of nine control schools did. This difference in principal stabilit T was not a 
consequence of the program. After all, four principals eliminated the program 
when they began in a Comer school after the study was underway. Of the 14 
planned program schools, 5 changed principals, the same number as in the 
control schools. And of these 5, 4 got ricl of the program when they became 
principal after this study was aheady ongoing. Even so, a potential selection 
threat is involved with the 19 schools we analyze if principal longevity (or an 
unobserved correlate of it) is correlated with factors causing school climate or 
student changes. For claims about program effects to be credible, the treatment- 
correlated difference in p,incipal longevity has to be considered. 

Staff Sample and Measures 

On average, 968 staff members  were surveyed annually (51 per school). Of 
these, 3% were administrators, 61% teachers, 11% nonclassroom education 
specialists, and 25% supporting staff. Of the staff members,  56% reported 
being African American, 26% European American, 11% Hispanic Americ.'ln, 
and 7% Asian American. Sixty-seven percent of the teachers had been teach- 
ing in their schools for 3 or more years. Based on organizational charts 
provided by the schools at the beginning of each year, the response rate for 
teachers was estimated to be greater than 90%. The staff measures are out- 
lined in Table 3, together with some of their psychometric properties and a 
sample item from each construct. 

StaJ.'fratings ofprqgram implemenlation. At the end of each study year, 
a school management  and climate questionnaire was administered to school 
staff. A 10-item, theoiT-clriven implementation index was used (Table 4). 
This was used to assess the effectiveness of the School Planning and Man- 
agement  Team, the Social Service Team, the Parent Teacher Association, the 
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school improvement  plan, and conmlt, nication between teams. Items also 
addressed the use of child development  knowledge throughout the school, 
whether decisions were made by consensus, the commitment level of team 
meml)ers, the degree to which all members  of the school community were 
included in decisions, and the extent of cultural and racial inclusion. Generic 
item wording wits used because the control schools would not be familiar 
with vocabulary specific to the SDP. Pilot work assured us that staff" in Comer 
schools had no problems understanding this generic language. The 10 items 
were analyzed both as an index and as separate items. 

Also included in the staff questionnaire were other inaplementation 
measures, asked because of their importance in Corner's theo W. Prevalence 
of a No-Fault Orientation is one construct. Decentralized School Manage- 
ment is an equally weighted composite created from several highly corre- 
lated constructs at the school level: the extent of effort to implement  
decentralized management,  the degree of success in implementing decen- 
tralized management,  the extent of voluntal 3, involvement in school gover- 
nance,  and the quality of  the structures ach ieved  for implemen t ing  
decentralized management.  Openness  to Change is also a composite of  
several constructs: the extent to which communication channels are open, 
staff are open to innovative ideas, and staff are committed to change. Em- 
phasis on Positive Multiculturalism is a single construct consisting of highly 
related items dealing with the quality of relations among staff of different 
racial backgrounds and the degree of multiculturalism in various school 
practices. 

Sta./.]'climate ratings. The staff climate constructs were organized into 
the following domains: (1) School Social Climate, consisting of unique, 
multi-item constructs assessing teacher responsiveness to students, quality of 
relations within the school, teachers' pride in the school, nonteaching stafils' 
pride in the school, general attachment to the school, quality of school rules, 
interpersonal social skills of students, and the school-related behavior of 
students; (2) School Academic Climate, consisting of multi-item constructs 
about teachers' extra effort on behalf of students, teachers' responses to 
school problems around achievement,  teachers' feelings of self-efficacy, the 
level of academic motivation attributed to students, and their expectations 
about the educational future for students; and (3) Parental Involvement,  
consisting of staff reports about parent involvement in general school activi- 
ties, parent valuing of education, and interaction between parents and chil- 
dren about educational matters. 

Ethnographic component. As part of  this evaluation effort, Payne 
(1998) conducted an ethnographic study in each Comer school. Observa- 
tions were made in the schools and at Youth Guidance office meetings; 
interviews were also conducted. Visits were most frequent during the first 4 
study years after the program began in the pilot schools, tapering thereafter. 
In the earlier period, visits were about twice a week. The main purposes of 
the visits were to describe (1) the operation of Comer teams and local school 
councils; (2) the organization and plans of Youth Guidance; (3) the behavior 
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Table 3 
Staff Implementation and Climate Measures 

Number  Average 
Measure of  items reliability :4 SD Items and sample questions 

l)ecentralizcd School Management 
Efforts to implement decentralized 7 .89 3.60 0.22 

nlanagement 
Success in implementing decentralized 8 .90 3.35 11.26 

ilia nageirlent 

Volunm W invoh,ement in school 4 .83 2.62 0.22 
governance 

Quality of structures for decentralized 5 .89 2.75 0.32 
ina nagcllleril 

Open conmmnication channels 3 .81 3.50 0.30 

Staff open to innovative ideas 3 .90 3.38 0.25 

Staff commiued to change 8 .74 3.64 0.10 

School Social Climate 
Teacher responsiveness to students =' 7 .91 3.59 0.23 

Quali W of relations within school 6 .86 3.58 (I.23 

Prevalence of a no-fimh orientation 6 .85 2.89 0.25 

Teachem' pride in the schooF' 3 .84 3.61 0.35 

Nonteaching stafl~" prkle in the school 3 .85 3.34 0.32 

General attachment to tire school ;i .90 2.90 0.'i4 

There is an active effort in my school t o . . .  involve more groups by 
consensus (:.lgreelllenl) rather than by vote. 

To what extent do :.ill members  of lhe school community (teachers, 
parents, nonteaching staff, and administrators) have a say in the 
decision-making bodies of your  school? 

Since the beginning of the school year, how often have you had input 
into . . . committees Ihat plan or influence school policy or programs? 

How effective is your school's team that deals with studenl behavioral 
problems and child development  issues? 

How free do teachers and other staff lllembers tk'el to comnll.lnicate with 
the principal? 

To what extent does the staff in your school t W to . . .  identify new ways 
of doing things? 

1 am willing to put in extra effort to help the current school change 
process be successful. 

How many  instructional staff in your school . . .  make special efforts to 
get to know students? 

How would you characterize the quality o f . . .  teacher/ teacher 
relationships? 

When a proMeln :irises in your schnol . . .  aduhs usually blame each 
other rather than try to solve the problem 

How many  of the instructional staff in your school . . .  feel pride in the 
schoc~l and in its students? 

How many aduhs who work in your school who are NOT 
t e a c h e r s . . ,  feel pride in this school and in its students? 

If you had to stop working at this school, how much would you miss . . . 
the approach to education? 
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Emphasis on positive multiculturalism 5 .71 3.72 0.26 

Qualit3: of school rules 3 .83 3.25 0.36 
lnterpm>onal social skills of students 8 .93 3.05 0.31 
School-related behavior of students 3 .81 3.72 0.24 

School Academic Climate 
Teachers' extra effort on behalf of 4 .81 3.39 0.24 

students:' 
Response to school problems:' 4 .64 2.98 0.10 

Teachers feel efficacious:' 7 .93 3.72 0.21 

Academic motivation attributed to 5 .87 2.88 0.27 
students 

Future academic expectations for 3 .74 3.29 0.25 
students 

Parental lnvolvelnenl 
Parent involvement in general school 5 .81 2.11 0.14 

activities:' 
Parent valuing of education 5 .89 2.85 0.28 

Interaction with parents about their 5 -83 3.12 0.20 
children" 

To what extent . . . is there tension between school staff lnellll3el'S of 
different racial or ethnic backgrounds? 

The rules in my school a r e . . ,  clearly stated. 
In your school, how many  s t u d e n t s . . ,  cooperate with other students? 
How many students in your school have their progress hurt because of 

their . . .  acting out in school? 

To motivate studems, how often do you . . .  provide opportunities for 
students to select their own projects? 

When students skip class how often do you . . .  talk to the studenL'; 
about why they were absent? 

How much can you do t o . . .  assist parents in helping their children do  
well in school? 

How many students in your school . . .  arc" willing and eager to learn? 

How many students in your  school . . .  do you expect to complete high 
school? 

Ho w many of the students you teach have parents w h o . . ,  help out in 
your classroom with .aeadenlic work? 

In your judgment, how many parents or guardians of students in your  
school . . . expect their children to complete a 4-year college degree? 

Ho w many of your students" parents have you . . .  met with at regularly 
scheduled conferences intended for all students? 

Note. All i tems used a scale of  1 (not all/none/notbiltg/strongl 3, disagree) to 5 (a great deal/verr ~'['fective/allZ¢trongl.l' agree). 
: 'Only teachers  r e sponded  to the items in these  measures .  
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Table 4 
Comer Effects on Implementation Means and Slopes: School- and individual-Level Analyses 

Measures M SD 

School-level analysis Individual-level analysis 

Differences in Differences Differences in 
mean  level ~ in slope mean  level" 

b SE b SE b SE 

Differences 
in slope 

b SE 

Overall Implementat ion 3.06 0.31 .06 
Eve O, school has an LSC. Most also have one  o ther  team 2.90 0.39 .15 

responsible for phmning and  managemen t  of schoolwide  
activities. How effective is this team in your  school ,  however  
it is named? (SPMT quest ion) 

l+tow effective is your  school 's  team that deals with s tndent  2.68 0.48 .06 
Imhavioral problems and chikl deve lopment  issues? ( ss ' r  
quest ion) 

How effective is your  parent  group? (PTA quest ion)  2.57 0.41 .02 
How effective is the school improvement  plan? 3.05 0.43 .07 
Hove effective is communica t ion  be tween  teams in your  school  2.58 0.34 .07 

so  that each team knows  wha t  the others  are doing? 
To what  extent is knowledge  of  child or  adolescent  3.24 0.33 .04 

deve lopment  used  in developing p rograms  and  
l)roblem-solving strategies in your  school? 

To what  extent are decisions about  school  policy and  goals 3.26 0.36 .25"" 
made  by consensus  (group agreement)  rather than by vote? 

To wha t  extent are team members  really contmitted to the 3+56 0+31 - .02 
school  programs aimed at improving your  school? 

To wha t  extent do  all members  of  the school  communi ty  3.26 0.32 .14 
(teachers, parent& nonteaehing staff, and  administrators)  
have a say in the decis ion-making bodies  of  your  school? 

.108 .01 .038 .01 .012 .00 .012 

.133 .05 .042 .01 .019 .02 .019 

.238 .09 .065 - .06" ' "  .019 ,04"* .019 

• 133 -.01 .055 .02 .018 - ,00  .018 
.140 .06 .056 - .02 ,018 .03 .018 
.131 - .01 .061 .04** .018 -.01 .018 

.114 .02 .038 .01 .017 .00 .017 

.104 .00 .034 .11 . . . .  .017 .01 .017 

.117 -.01 .042 .01 .015 -.01 ,015 

.109 - .02 .039 .08 . . . .  ,017 - .02 .017 

(dbntmued) 
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To what extent are the special concerns of tile various cultural 3.42 0.33 -,13 .123 -.05 
and racial groups given attention in your school? 

Decentralized School Management 
Efforts to implement decentralized management.  3.60 0.22 .09 .069 -.03 
Success in implementing decentralized management.  3.35 0.26 ,03 .087 -.02 
Volunta~, involvement in school governance. 2.62 0.22 .15" .077 -.03 
Quality of structures for decentralized management,  2.75 0.32 .07 .114 ,04 

Openness  to Change 
Open communication channels 3.50 0.30 -,00 .133 -.04 
Staff open to innovative ideas 3.38 0.25 .05 .079 .02 
Staff committed to change 3.64 0.10 .00 .037 -.01 

.038 -.03** .017 -.04'* .017 

.025 .07**** .012 -.02 .012 

.030 .03** .011 -.02 .012 

.034 .09 . . . .  .014 -.02 ,014 

.040 -.00 .013 .02 .014 

.036 .03 .013 -,02 

.029 .01 .013 .03 

.(/16 .01 .007 -.01 

.(113 
,013 
.0(17 

Note. LSC = local school  council ;  SPMT = School  Planning and M a n a g e m e n t  Team; SST = Social Suppor t  Team;  PTA = Parent Teacher  Association.  
: 'Estimated at the final t ime point. 
hEstimated at the m i d p o i n t  of the t ime per iod.  
*p < .10. *'p < .05. ***p < .01. ****p < .001. 
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of Youth Guidance staff and facilitators at their headquarters and in schools; 
(4) tile pl,ms, behaviors, and attitudes of p,incipals and selected teachers; (5) 
the extent of parent participation; and (6) the topics covered in the retreats 
and in-service training that Youth Guidance organized for tile school com- 
munity. The ethnographic component  did not include systematic data col- 
lection on s tudent  behav io r  or in c lass rooms or in control schools.  
Nonetheless, it provides a record of interactions among adt, lts in tile pro- 
gram schools and in staff meetings at Youth Guidance headquarters. It also 
serves to crossvalidate findings about implementation and climate, to iden- 
tify unplanned events and shifting program priorities, and to provide part of 
the explanation fo," any program effects. 

Statistical Analyses 

Students. For drawing inle,ences about Comer effects, tile correct unit 
of analysis is schools. Because there are only 19 schools, statistical signifi- 
cance tests run the risk of false negatives. However, when individuals are the 
unit, the opposite risk pertains. To examine student outcolne data, both 
school- and individuaMevel tests were conducted. In our judgment, no sim- 
pler analysis plan is feasible for sailing between the ChaiTbdis of inappro- 
priate stringency and the Scylla of irresponsible liberality. We considered 
using the data fl'om all 10,306 students in a single hierarchical linear model 
(HLM; Bwk , Raudenbush, & Congdon, 1996), but we were leery of this. By 
design, almost one half of tile students provided data at only one time point; 
these students were overrepresented at the first and last assessments, which 
are so crucial for estimating treatment effects. Therefore, we place most 
confidence ill results from school-level analyses of the longitudinal sample 
that estimate reliable slope or mean differences between the t,'eatment and 
control schools. We place less confidence in slope or mean coefficients that 
are only reliable in individual-level analyses. 

To protect, at least in part, against selection differences due to school 
attrition, the analytical model includes many individual difference measures: 
race (Afi'ican American vs. Latino, Asian American, and Other [mostly Euro- 
pean American]); gender; family composition; employment  status of parents 
or guardians; and third-grade combined ITBS test scores in math and read- 
ing. Because Phase II schools were deliberately selected according to their 
locations in less depressed neighborhoods, we also use phase as a binary 
school-level covariate, treating the pilot schools as Phase I institutions. Se- 
lection is not likely to be a large problem in this stt, dy because of tile partially 
implemented mnclom assignment, tile small differences outlined in Table 2, 
the extensive statistical controls at tile individual level, tile formulation of 
hypotheses as treatment-related differences in change, and the chance to 
compare  results with Prince George's  County where random assignment was 
better preserved. However,  treatment-related principal change remains a 
problem. 
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We tested HLMs that use occasions of measurenlent  within individuals 
as tile first level, individuals within schools as tile second,  and schools as tile 
third. For Level 1, tile last observat ion (eighth grade) was chosen  as tile ze ,o  
reference point so as to estimate mean differences in the last study year. The 
3-year longitudinal students are inevitably missing fifth-grade observat ions 
or eighth-grade measures,  which were estimated using tile procedures  built 
into tile HLM program. Gender,  race, household  composi t ion,  parent work 
status, and third-grade achievement  were used as covariates at tile second 
(individual) level and any missing data were estimated using EM algorithms. 
(There was a severe data p, 'oblem only for third-grade achievement ,  just 
under  30% of  dam were missing.) Tile school-level covariates were Comer, 
phase, and ttle Comer  x Phase interaction. In estimating differences in s lope 
and mean,  the individual and school  models  were  identical except  for 
whethe," school effects were specified at tile individual o1" school level. 

This analytic model  is s tronger for examining treatment differences in 
student ou tcomes  than school climate. Because climate was measured  at tile 
end of  each school year, there is no Fall baseline measurement  that occurred 
ve W shortly after the prog, 'am was introduced and before it is plausible to 
assume program effects. Tile absence  of  a baseline creates obvious  difficul- 
ties. For instance, if there is a first-year program effect on  school climate, 
then the treatment and control means  will differ at the first testing. Without 
convincing random assignment,  we could not be sure that the difference is 
due to selection rather than to the program. Although we will model  selec- 
tion using an unusually long string of  plausible student variables and one  
school-level control va,iable, there is no way  to know that such a model  is 
perfect. Inferentially, the situation is somewha t  better if the treatments differ 
in climate slopes. Even then, selection is not completely  ruled out, for ttle 
two populat ions  may vary in their trajectories in ways  that are not captured 
by the temporal  assumptions built into the cowlriance-type analyses con- 
ducted. The most  interpretable pattern of  climate results would  be if the 
Comer  and compar ison  means fail to differ in the first post treatment years 
and differ thereafter. 

Sla././[ Tile staff implementat ion and climate data could nQt..be analyzed 
like the student climate data. This is because,  at the principals' request, no 
individual staff identifiers could be attached to staff surveys. To model  effects 
at the school level, two-level HLM analyses were conduc ted  that use re- 
peated staff cross-sections in each school.  The first analytic level involved 
staff responses  aggregated to tile school level for each of  4 years; tile second 
level was that of  tile school where  tile predictors were Comer, phase, and 
Comer  x Phase. A program effect is suggested if program schools change  at 
a faster rate than controls and if, by the final time point, program school staffs 
view climate and implementat ion as more  positive than control school staffs. 

To estimate staff effects at the individual staff level, ordinary least 
sqt, ares (OLS) analyses were conducted.  These tested a model  with two staff 
control variables, staff race (Black, White, Latino, or Asian) and role (admin- 
istrator, teacher, or suppor t  staff), and the usual Comer, Phase, Comer  x 
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Phase effects. Also included were the interactions of year with each indi- 
vidual difference and school factor. This is a reasonable approximation to 
the HLM model, but differs in one respect other than the wdidity of tile 
standard errors. Tile interactions with yea," were highly correlated with the 
main effects constituting them and so year had to be centered at the mid- 
point of the time scale rather than at tile end. To equate the time at which a 
staff treatment effect is inferred, one needs to add to the mean treatment 
effect estimated from tile individuzfl-level analyses one and one-half times 
the estimated slope difference. 

Results 

How Well Was the School Development Program Implemented? 
Implementation was assessed in three ways. One was on tile 10-item scale 
that is weighted toward staff judgments about teams, shared clecision- 
making, school improvement plans, human clevelopment principles, and 
racial inclusion practices. Across 4 years, tile scale all)ha averaged .89. The 
measure assumes that (1) teams have already been set up and meet regu- 
larly, a common and gratifying structural finding in studies of tile SI)P (Cook 
et al., 1999; Millsap et al., 1998); (2) the program's major pu,'pose is to 
improve the school's social rather than academic climate, the clear program 
priority when this evaluation started; and (3) the quality of the facilitator is 
not crucial in differenti-lting between Comer and control schools because the 
major part of tile facilitator's role is to create better teams, to enhance col- 
laborative decision-making, to teach and exemplify better child develop- 
ment and mature interperson:,l relations, and to mediate between the 
different teacher race groups in the school. An implementation measure like 
this has been used in Prince George's County and Detroit and, in a slightly 
modified version, at Yale where the SDP research staff is using it in its own 
implementation studies. 

Figure 1 graphs the 4 years of results for tile index. Both the program 
and control schools start at about 2.9 on a 5-point scale, indicating that they 
were both somewhat Comer-like even before the program was fully intro- 
duced. Both time trends then increase over time. This suggests that all the 
Chicago schools were becoming more prog,am-like, whatever their fornlal 
treatment assignment. The program slope is slightly steeper, with program 
schools initially outpeffomling controls by about .04 units and subsequently 
outperforming them by about .12 units. However, Table 4 shows that none 
of the treatment-related mean or slope differences were reliable. The sinai- 
larity is striking between Figure 1 in this study and Figure 1 flom Cook et al. 
(1999), which shows implementation results flom Prince George's County. 
At each site, the program and control schools start at about tile scale mid- 
point, each group increases over time, although the increase is steeper in tile 
program group (but not reliably so), and the final Comer mean is far fl'om tile 
scale endpoint. 

Although school-level correlations among the items constituting the 
implementation index were high, it is still possible that tile index ob- 
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Figure 1 Implementation index by Comer status, 1994-1997. Dashed 
line, control; straight line, Comer 

scures a more differentiated pattern of effects at the item level. Table 4 
reports the results of statistical analyses at this level and Table 5 shows the 
cor,esponding means. Both tables show that in Comer schools, decisions are 
more often made by consensus, that decision-making processes may more 
often involve the entire school community, and that between-team commu- 
nication may be better. Because these are the only reliable effects at the 
school or individual level, the average Comer school is not rated as having 
more effective teams, using human development principles mo,'e frequently, 
having a more effective school improvement plan, or being more racially 
inclusive. (These results are based on the entire school staff" but are repli- 
cated in analyses limited to just teachers and administrators.) 

The preceding results depend on single items of inevitably questionable 
reliability. In contrast, Tables 4 and 5 show results from multi-item scales. 
These show imp,-ovements over time in both program and cont,-ol schools in 
the quality of decentralized nmnagement, the prevalence of a no-fault ori- 
entation, the school's openness to change, its multiculturalism, and its level 
of parent involvement. For some of them, the rate of improvement was 
steeper in Comer schools. Specifically, teachers in Comer schools reported 
that they spent more time interacting with pa,'ents about their children, 
although they did not see parents as valuing education more or as being 
more involved in volunteer activities. Comer staff also reported that more 
efforts were made in their schools to achieve decentralization, that staff 
membe,'s were more involved in governance activities, and that greater suc- 
cess was realized in achieving decentralization. However, the School Plan- 
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Table S 
Implementation Means by Year and Comer Status 

Control (N= 9) Comer (N= 10) 

Measure Year 2 3 'i 5 2 3 4 5 

Overall hnplementation 

EvmT school has an LSC. Most also have 
one other team for planning and managing of schoolwide activities. 

How eft~ective is this team in your school, however  it is named? (SPMT 
quest ion |  

How efl},:ctive is your school's tealn that deals with student 
hehavioml prohlems and chikl development  issues? (SST question) 

How effective is your parent group? (PTA question) 

How effiective is the school improvement plan? 

How effective is connnunication between teanls in your school so th:lt 
each team knows what the others are doing? 

To w'hat extent is knowledge of child or adolescent devdopmen t  used 
in developing programs and problem-solving strategies in your 
school? 

To what extent a i r  decisions about school policy and goals made by 
consensus (group agreement) l~lther than by vote? 

To what extent are team 111elllbers really colnlnilted to the school 
programs aimed at improving your school? 

To what extent do all inenll)crs of the school conlnn.lllity (teachep;, 
parents, nonteaching stall', and administrators) have a say in the 
deciskm-making bodies of your school? 

To what extent ;.11"~ the special concerns of the various cultural and 
racial groups given attention in your school? 

M 2.93 2.98 3.05 3.12 2.97 3.09 3.09 3.21 
SD 0.29 0.43 0.29 0.23 0.23 0.30 0.33 0.38 
:1I 2.84 2.78 2.88 2.91 2.82 2.96 2.92 3.09 
SD 0.37 0.49 I).38 0.37 0.32 0.42 0.41 0.42 

M 2.68 2.64 2.80 2.71 2.49 2.61 2.71 2.81 
SD 0.49 (I.50 0.43 0.44 I).42 11.52 0.45 0.67 
M 2.37 2.54 2.50 2.71 2.47 2.57 2.57 2.79 
SD 0.49 0.38 0.34 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.48 0.43 
el/ 2.93 2.95 3.06 3.22 2.81 3.02 3.12 3.26 
SD 0.40 0.60 0.33 0.34 0.41 0.42 0,42 (1.42 
M 2.42 2.49 2.50 2.67 2.58 2.60 2.59 2.78 
SD 0.32 0.43 0.27 0.30 0.35 0.28 0.25 0.46 
M 3.10 3.23 3.19 3.35 3.11 3.26 3.28 3.39 
SD 0.34 0.50 0.33 0.21 0.20 0.30 0,34 0.39 

11t 3.07 3.01 3.21 3.19 3.26 3A4 3,37 3.46 
SD 0.26 0.49 0.35 0.25 0.27 0.35 0.37 0.36 
M 3.'13 3.49 3.57 3.68 3A9 3.52 3.59 3.70 
SD 0.28 0.34 0.30 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.39 0.41 
:11 3.09 3.12 3.18 3.23 3.29 3.38 3.33 3.38 
SD 0.35 0.44 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.25 0,34 0,33 

M 3.32 3.43 3.50 3.49 3.41 3.43 3.36 3.43 
SD 0.29 0.46 0.39 0.23 0.22 0.37 0.28 0.41 
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Decentralized School Management 
Efforts to implement decentralized management 

Success in implementing decentralized management 

Voh.iFltafy involvement in school governance 

Quality of structures for decentralized management 

Openness to Change 
Open comlntlnication channels 

Staff open to innovative ideas 

Staff committed to change 

M 
SD 

M 
SD 

M 

SD 
34 

SD 

M 
SD 
M 

SD 
M 

SD 

3.47 
0.24 
3.20 
0.24 
2.38 
0.23 
2.64 
0.32 

3.37 
0.24 
3.25 
0.19 
3.60 
0.11 

3,47 
0.28 
3.26 
0.39 
2.48 
0.19 
2.69 
0.41 

3.45 
0.45 
3.33 
0.29 
3.58 
0.13 

3.52 
0.18 
3.34 
0.25 
2.54 
0.17 
2.73 
0.26 

3.53 
0.28 
3.39 
0.24 
3.67 
0.06 

3.60 
0.19 
3.42 
0.16 
2.66 
0.16 
2.85 
0.27 

3.48 
0.24 
3.45 
0.16 
3.66 
0.08 

3.68 
0.17 
3.31 
0.19 
2.62 
0.20 
2.62 
0.27 

3.50 
0.27 
3.25 
(I.21 
3.63 
0.14 

3.64 
0.19 
3.39 
0.23 
2.70 
0.16 
2.74 
0.31 

3.60 
0.30 
3.39 
0.27 
3.66 
0.08 

3.66 
0.22 
3.39 
0.28 
2.71 
0.17 
2.77 
0.32 

3.50 
0.29 
3.44 
0.28 
3.67 
0.09 

3.70 
0.24 
3.47 
0.30 
2.81 
0.19 
2.94 
0.39 

3.54 
0.32 
3.52 
0.27 
3.66 
0.11 
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ning and Management Team was not seen as instrumental in achieving these 
goals, nor was there evidence that a no-fault orientation was more prevalent, 
that Comer schools were more open to change, or that multiculturalism was 
more developed. 

Evidence on implementat ion is also provided by the e thnography 
(Payne, 1998). It concluded that many of the planned implementation events 
actually occurred. In ahnost all program schools, the three teams were set 
up; the local school council and the School Planning and Management Team 
were smoothly demarcated. Parents participated in more social events than 
they had clone earlier (especially in the first study years) and they also 
participated somewh:lt more in governance and daily school activities. The 
Social Service Teams operated well for individual student referrals, although 
less well for fostering a schoolwide prevention orientation. In the program's 
first years, little emphasis was placed on instructional reform. After some 
initial exploration, new teaching practices were eventually implemented 
concerning teacher training, classroom teaching, and principal support  for 
improved instruction. Also vez T salient in tile ethnographic account is tile 
variation in implementation quality, as the standard errors in Table 4 suggest; 
they a,e nearly 10 times larger at the school than at the individual level. Some 
of this heterogeneity is due to differences between Phase 1 and Phase II 
schools, but considerable variation is also found within phases. By the end 
of 1997, the ethnographers were not willing to classify any school as faith- 
fully following all the program guidelines, although some were rated as 
close. 

Implementation Summary 

The quantitative and qualitative implementation findings indicate that (1) 
Chicago was in the midst of a systemwide refoma effon: that may have 
fostered the implementation of Comer-like activities in many city schools, 
including the control schools that originally volunteered to be in Corner's 
program but lost their chance on the coin toss; (2) some p,'ogram elements 
were implemented better in Comer schools, particularly setting up the three 
Comer teams, increasing parental involvement, involving more school con- 
stituencies in decision-making, and making decisions more often by con- 
sensus rather than by vote o," principal fiat; (3) other major program elements 
were not implemented better in the average Comer school, especially the 
quality of the school improvement  plan, tile quality of team functioning, the 
use of human development  principles, openness  to change, and improving 
race relations among the staff; (4) the Comer schools varied considerably in 
how well program details were implemented; and (5) by late 1997, imple- 
mentation was not perfect in any program school. These results, which are 
similar to those fl'om Prince George's  County, have two major implications. 
First, although tile SI)P changes how schools are run, it does not transform 
them. Second, it will be difficult to demonstrate program effects within the 
current experimental fi 'amework if implementation quality mediates student 
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change. This is because such quality does not vary much by Comer status. 
However, if other causal processes are at play that correlate with Comer 
status (e.g., changes in social o," academic climate), then program effects 
could still result. In this connection, it is worth remembering that facilitators 
worked to improve the social climate of tile school from the start and later 
its academic climate. Not all of their efforts were directed at promoting the 
teams and principles on which Corner's program depends. 

Effects on School  Climate 

Social climate. School climate was measured on both staff and stu- 
dents. Table 6 shows the statistical results from tile staff climate measu,'es 
and Table 7 shows the relewmt means. Tile many positive temporal changes 
are salient, indicating a steady improvement across nearly all the school 
climate areas studied. However, in neither school- nor individual-level analy- 
ses did the coefficients indicate a steeper rate of change in tile Comer 
schools. The climates in the Comer schools improved, but at the same rate 
as in the control schools. 

However, many final mean differences were reliable, although only at 
the individual level. This can be seen most clearly by averaging all 10 social 
climate ratings for each school on a 5-point scale and computing Comer and 
control means (Figure 2). A positive change in social climate is evident in all 
schools, but the mean is consistently higher in the average control school. 
However, we have to caution against overinterpretation because this mean 
difference is not reliable at the school level, the random assignment was not 
perfect, there were no baseline social climate measures, and the statistical 
analysis has only two individual difference controls--for a staff member's 
race and role. 

Fortunately, the results are clearer for student social climate. Table 8 
shows the analysis results and Table 9 shows the means collapsed across 
grade. 2 Using the criteria outlined earlier, final mean differences can be 
inferred for attachment to school, valuing of school, valuing of education, 
the caring attributed to teachers, and the social skills attributed to students. 
Figure 3 shows the results when all 10 student social climate constructs are 
averaged (and not just the reliable ones noted above). HLM analyses support 
three findings: (1) as students in the longitudinal sample age, they tend to 
see tile social climate as deteriorating; (2) social climate is consistently higher 
in the Comer schools, with the mean difference being marginally reliable in 
school-level analyses and reliable in individual-level ones; and (3) no reli- 
able slope differences emerge in any analysis. Thus, a first-year effect may 
have occurred for student social climate that persisted over 4 years. 

Academic climate. Tile first three measures from the staff academic 
climate domain assess teacher reports of their behavior and of their beliefs 
about classroom-based practices that are likely to stimulate achievement. 
Each shows that the teaching climate improves across all schools and the 
slope differences favor the Comer program, but none of these differences are 
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Table 6 
Comer Effects on Staff Climate Means and Slopes: School- and 

Individual-Level Analyses 

Meastirt:s 

Sclmol-lcvel analysis" 

l)iffcrcnccs in Differences 
mean level in slope 

h SL: b ,%'/+" 

lndividu:ll-lev¢l analysis 

l)iffcrcnces in l)iffcrcnces 
mead levc'l in slope 

b SE b SE 

School Social Cliln:ile 

Teacher  rcsponsivcn~:ss to -.07 .065 -.02 .030 -.01 .015 -.01 .015 
SILIdcIIIS I~ 

Quality of r,,_'lations within -.05 .0St) .0(I .02"~ -.03"*** .009 -.01 .009 
school 

Prevalence of a no-fauh - .0l  .092 .01 .031 -.03 °* .012 .00 .012 
Oliel l t  al iOl l  

Teachers" pride in the school b -.08 . 118 -+01 .039 -.02 .016 -.01 .016 
Nontcaching sta|ls' pride in -.  13 .129 -.03 .03'i - .04"* .() 13 -.03 .0i 3 

the school 

General :iltachnlcnt to Ihu, - 3 .186 -.01 0, 3 -.06"*** .017 - .0l  .017 
school 

En]phasis on positivt., - .08 .088 .02 .017 -.06'*** .009 .01 .009 
nlt.l[lict.th tlralislll 

Qu:llity of school rules - .19 .I,i2 -.00 .0~,9 -+09 . . . .  .014 -.01 .014 
Interpersonal social skills of - . I  I .136 .04 .038 -.09 . . . .  .012 .(12 . .0i2 

SltldclllS 

School-rcklted behavior of -+11* .057 .01 .026 - .06 . . . .  .012 .01 .012 
SttldelllS 

School Academic Cl ima le  
Teachers '  extra cflc>rt on .08 .064 .0'S .030 .01 .015 .01 .0i 5 

behalf of students h 

Response to school l)rol~luins *' .04 .026 .03 .019 -.00 O12 .01 .012 
Teachers fecl efficacious h -.06 .076 .04 .027 -.04 **° .01,i .01 .014 
Aca d,.emic nlolivalion -.09 +099 .03 .030 -.06"*** .0i0 .01 X)10 

attributed t'.) stttdcr]ls 
Ftlltirc :lcttdenlic expcct:llions - .05  .090 .03 .02g -+04'*** .008 .01 .008 

fo r  students 
i>aI'L'lll Lli ] nVOIVL'IYIUIll 

P:u'ent i nvo l ve lncn t  in gg'neral - .07  .058 -.01 .026 -. t)2 moil --.01 .0 i2  
school activities I, 

Parent valuing of education -.10 .109 .(it .024 -.05**** .012 -.01 .012 
lntcractkm with parcllts ahoul +07 .065 .04" .020 .03 +016 .02 .0i6 

their children h 

: 'Due t(> diffierences in st:ltistic:ll p o w e r  b e t w e e n  the school-  and individual-level  analyses,  p < 
.10 is repor ted  only for the school  level. 
I 'Only teachers  r e sponde d  to lhe i tems ill these  measures .  
*p < .10. **p < .05. ***p < .01. **~*p < .001. 

reliable. Figure 4 shows the results of stunming the three constructs. There 
is a small immediate advantage for the control schools and :l steeper rate of  
change in the Comer schools so that they eventually catch tip with the 
controls. The s lope difference is n o w  reliable, even tit the more stringent 
schooMevel  analysis. The other dimensions  of  academic climate that deal 
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Table 7 
Staff Climate Means by Year and Comer Status: School Level 

Control (N = 9) Corner (N = l(t) 

Measure Year 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 

School Social Climate 
Teacher rcsl'~onsivencss to M 3.48 3.59 3.65 3.66 3.55 3,48 3.66 3,62 

sludents a SIt  0.19 0.21 0.21 0.10 1/.24 0.27 0.27 0.26 
Qualily of relations widfin M 3,'i9 3.58 3.67 3,67 3,48 3.53 3.63 3,6'i 

school SD 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.25 0.27 11,27 
l 'revalcnce of a no-fauh el'/ 2.85 2.89 2.95 2,88 2.8'i 2.87 2.91 2.92 

orientation ,S71 0.27 0.23 0.17 0, 17 0.20 0.29 0.29 0.36 
Teachers" pride in Ihc ,,11 3.511 3.63 3.63 3.72 3.51 3.57 3.68 3.65 

school SIt  0.32 0.40 11.31 0.24 0.311 0.36 0A5 0,44 
N(mlcaching staffs" pride ,1,1 3.21 3.33 3.43 3.47 3.24 3.311 3,33 3.40 

ill the school S/) 0.26 0.39 11,31 11.25 0.29 0.30 0.34 0.4'i 
General attachment t¢) tile 11,1 2.81 2.92 2.96 3.04 2.77 2.87 2.g9 2.95 

school SD 11.37 0.51 0,33 0,35 0.34 11.55 11.52 0.55 
F, mphasis (m positive M 3.73 3.81 3.72 3.77 3.64 3.68 3.65 3.73 

muhicuhur:llisnl SD 0.20 11.22 11,24 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.3'i 11.28 
Qualily of school rules M 3.25 3.26 3.39 3.43 3.11 3.10 3.27 3.2'i 

SI t  0.33 11.41 0.24 11.27 0.21 0.'12 1/.32 0.52 
hllcrpcrsonal social skills M 3.112 3.09 3.18 3.19 2.83 2.91 3.1t7 3.1 I 

{)f slttdcRts SI.) 0.26 0.26 0.26 11.2,i (/.25 1/.33 11.32 0.39 
Sch(u)l-rclalcd bchavi(lr ()t" M 3.H ¢, 3.76 3.77 3.72 3,72 3.65 3.65 3.63 

students SD ().4'i 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.35 0.09 O. 15 0.20 
School Academic Climate 

Teachers' cxlra cfl'¢n't on M 3.50 3.60 3.51 3.61 3.47 3.51 3.64 3.66 
hch:df of sludcnis:' SD 0. I,i (I.17 0.17 0,15 0.16 0.25 0.13 0.19 

Response to sch()ot M 2.97 2.97 2.96 3.01 2.92 2.96 3.00 3.02 
pr()l'JlClllS:' S/) 0.15 O. 10 (I.05 (I.06 1/.t17 11.12 O. 13 0,08 

Tcalchcrs t~.'el efficacious:' M 3.67 3.72 3.81 3.85 3.54 3.611 3.76 3.80 
SD 0.17 (1.16 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.25 0.19 0.26 

Academic m()tivati(m M 2.80 2.89 2.97 3.09 2.68 2.72 2.9t 3,02 
attributed to students ,?D 1/.23 I).23 0.15 ().18 0,22 0.27 0.25 0.34 

I:ulUl'C academic M 3.24 3.28 3.37 3.'i I 3, l,i 3.20 3.31 3.38 
cxpcclati(lllS for smdcms SD 0.22 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.29 0.26 0.28 0.32 

P~I l'Cll{~l[ hlv( )]vclnell[ 
l 'arcnl inv(llvcmcnl in at  2.(16 2.09 2.17 2.21 2.06 2.02 2.15 2.16 

general school activities" ,sY) 11,15 0.13 0.0;4 0,08 0.07 0.11 0.19 0.18 
P:ucn! valuing ()f M 2.77 2.8'i 2.93 3.03 2.69 2.75 2.89 2.94 

education SIt 0.22 0.19 0.21 0,22 0,27 0.32 0.30 0.37 
Interaction with l'mrcnts M 3.09 3.06 3.07 3.21 3.01 3.05 3.29 3.18 

:tl~()ut their children:' SIt  0.25 0.19 0.18 (I. 19 0,13 0,20 0.15 0.17 

: 'Only teachers  r e s p o n d e d  to the i tems in these  measures .  

with staff expec ta t ions  abou t  s tudents  do  not show tile same trends.  This 
suggests  that tile p rogram affected teachers '  views of  their  o w n  behav io r  that 
is l ikely to s t imulate  ach ievement ,  but  it d id  not affect their  v iews of  s tudents '  
a cademic  capaci t ies  and  motivat ion.  

As l:or s tudent  ratings of  academic  cl imate,  the p rogram and control  
means  were  not different  in the first (or  even  second)  s tudy year  but  di- 
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Figure 2. Staff social climate by year and Comer status. Dashed line, 
control; straight line, Comer 

verged  thereafter.  In both  school  and  individual- level  analyses ,  p rogram 
s tudents  saw academic  ach ievemen t  as increas ingly  more  hono re d  in school  
life; they  came  to see  their  teachers  as ever  more  c o n c e r n e d  with learning 
and  as trying ever  ha rder  to mot ivate  s tudents  academical ly .  In addi t ion,  they 
saw their  c lassmates  as increas ingly  more  accep t ing  of  school  values  and 
(pe rhaps )  as deva lu ing  school  less. 

To f~cilitate genera l iza t ion ,  w e  crea ted  a s tudent  academic  cl imate con> 
posi te  by averaging  six of  the seven s tudent  academic  cl imate measures ,  
w h e t h e r  they  had a rel iable  s lope  d i f ference  or  not. 3 Figure 5 shows  that as 
s tudents  in tile longi tudinal  s amp le  age,  they  see  the academic  cl imate as 
deter iorat ing.  This is more  so in tile control  than in tile Comer  schools .  
Consonan t  with this, HLM analyses  s h o w e d  both  s lope  and final mean  dif- 
ferences  that were  on ly  marginal ly  significant at the school  level but  were  
conven t iona l ly  rel iable  at the individual  level. Thus, from tile s tudent  per-  
spect ive,  Corner 's  p rogram seems  to have raised the profi le  of  academic  
issues and m a d e  s tudents  more  d i sposed  to achieve.  However ,  as with tile 
staff a cademic  cl imate measure ,  it took  several  years  for this awarenes s  to 
grow.  

Climate summa~.  The academic  c l imate  results are similar for both  
t eacher  and  s tudent  reports .  In each  case,  a marginal ly  s t eepe r  rate of  change  
occurs  in the Comer  schools ,  whe the r  the changes  start at the same  poin t  as 
t i le cont ro ls  ( s tudent  repor ts )  or  at a slightly lower  level ( t eacher  reports) .  
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Table 8 
Student Perceptions of School Climate: Comer Effect for Means and 

Slopes in School- and Individual-Level Analyses 

School-level analysis" IndividuaMevd analysis 

Differences in Differences Differences in Differences 
mean level in slope mean level in slope 

Measures I') SE b SE b SE b SE 

Social climate 
Social Relationships With Aduhs in School 

Perceived school staff respect .07 .042 .01"* .019 .1)6 .032 .04** .016 
fc, r students  

Perceived Cal'hlg of school  .04 .065 .0t .023 .03 .037 .00 .014 
sl:ll'f 

Social Climate Ail/ong Students 
Social skills of s tudents  .11 ** .044 .03 .026 . I 1"** .036 .02 .014 
Use of  positive .0,i .050 - .02  .019 .05 .041 - .02  .017 

problem-solving strategies 
Use of  negative .06 .043 -.01 .{)22 .05 .029 .02 .013 

prol~lem-solving strategies 
(R) 

Perception of  physical safety .01 .064 .01 .019 .01 .039 ,01 .017 
Pride in the school  .08 .074 - . 0 i  .021 .08"* .(137 -.01 .015 
Atlachlnellt to the school .15" .077 -.01 .035 .13"** .047 -.01 .019 
Comlol l  in inuerpcrsonal .06 .(154 .00 .019 .06 .038 .01 .015 

conlcxts  
Personal feelings of  not -.(12 .056 .00 .016 .00 .I134 -.01 .015 

be longing  in school  (R) 
Academic  climate 
Academic  Relationships With Aduhs in School 

Teachers '  encou ragemen t  of  .02 .057 .01 .018 .03 .036 .01 .015 
ilCildelnic SLICCI2SN 

Teachers '  concern  with .07 .052 .04** .016 .07 °** .028 .04"*** .012 
chiMren's  learning 

Behaviors to motivate s tudents  .10 .(162 .03" .018 .10 . . . .  .029 .03" .01t 
Recognit ion fi:)r achievement  .11 .117 .06 .036 .08 .055 .05"* .023 

Academic  \ lalues An'~ong Students 
Student deva lu ing  of  academic  .12" .059 .02 .021 .12"*** .033 .02 .014 

success  (R) 
Student accep tance  of school  .12"* .050 .03 ~023 .11 . . . .  .026 .02** .01 I 

values 
Personal valuing of  eclucation .08 .056 .02 .017 .06 .033 .01 .012 

Note. (R) = Reverse  c o d e d .  
aDue  to d i f f e rences  in statist ical  pov, ,er  b e t w e e n  the  s choo l -  a n d  indiv idual - level  anzflyses, p < 
.10 is on ly  re l )or ted at  the  s choo l  level. 
hle, s t ima ted  at the  final t ime point .  
*p < .10. **p < .05. ***p < .01. ****p < .001. 

This replication occurs even though the academic climate constructs differ 
by respondent. Teachers respond to questions about what they do in tile 
classroom to stimuhlte students, whereas students ,espond to items about 
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Table 9 
Student Climate Means by Grade and Comer Status: School Level 

I.ongitudinal design 

Control(N= 9) Comer (N = 10) 

Measures Grade 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 

Social climate 
Social Relationships With Adults in School 

Perceived school staff respect for students 

Perceived caring of school staff" 

Social Clin'tate Among Stuclents 
Social skills of stuclcnts 

Use of positive conflict I-esolution strategies 

Use of negative conflict resolution strategies (R) 

Perception of physical safety 

Pride in the school 

Atlachlllunt to the school 

Conlf(>rt in interpcr,;onal corltexts 

Personal t'edings of not helonging in school (R) 

M 3.64 3.60 3.47 3.49 3.73 3.63 3.52 3.54 
SD 0.23 0.26 0.15 11.11 1/.17 0.21 0.12 0.10 
;11 3.73 3.65 3.56 3.61 3.80 3.72 3.61 3.64 
SD 0.18 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.23 

:11 3.31 3.21 3.08 3.15 3.31 3.30 3.16 3.21 
SD 0.19 0.11 0.118 0.13 0.20 0.11 0.12 0.10 
M 2.95 2.82 2.70 2.71 3.03 2.93 2.71/ 2.75 
SD 0.23 0.18 0./19 I).17 0.13 0.19 0.10 0.17 
M 2.55 2.50 2.55 2.64 2.57 2.58 2.57 2.68 
SD 0.31 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.25 0.17 0.17 0.16 
:11 3.31 3.58 3.70 3.82 3.37 3.50 3.78 3.87 
SD 0.24 0.20 0.12 0.16 0.15 0.21 0.15 0,13 
M 3.32 3.22 3.1 I 3.12 3.41 3.36 3.23 3.21 
SD 0.22 0.24 1/+21 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.27 
M 3.39 3.12 3.1 I 3.12 3.52 3.47 3.29 3.22 
SD 0.23 0.21 0.18 0.t9 0.23 0.17 0.11 0.27 
:1,I 3.53 3.4,i 3.45 3.56 3.48 3.53 3.55 3.62 
SD 0.19 020 O. 18 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.20 0.23 
ell 3A8 3.60 3.74 3.78 3.42 3.62 3.71 3.77 
5;19 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.12 11.19 0.15 
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Academic climate 
Academic Relationships With Adu|ls in School 

Teachers' etlcot.lragenlent of acadelllic success ,,11 
SD 

Teachers' concern with childrens" learning M 
SD 

Teachers' bdlaviors  to motivate sttldents 21• 
SD 

Recognition for achittvenlenl il'/ 
SD 

Acadenlic Values Among Students 
Student devaluing of academic success (R) 211 

SD 
Student acceptance of school values M 

SD 
Personal valuing of education M 

SD 

4.01 
0.09 
4.04 
0.12 
3.76 
O.O8 
3.72 
0.19 

3.29 
0.10 
3.5,i 
0.12 
3.23 
0.20 

3.98 
008  
3.99 
0.14 
3.68 
0.11 
3.79 
0.20 

3.3'i 
0.08 
3.42 
0.06 
3.1,i 
0.11 

3.94 
0.10 
3.94 
0.12 
3.6O 
0.14 
3.55 
0.19 

3.42 
0.08 
3.32 
0.09 
3.09 
0.15 

3.94 
0.13 
3.92 
0.10 
3.59 
0.14 
3.48 
O.25 

3.,i8 
0.15 
3.39 
0.15 
3.13 
0.12 

4.01 
0.15 
,i.01 
0.17 
3.75 
0.11 
3.79 
0.17 

3.34 
0.14 
3.52 
0.17 
3.24 
0.11 

3.99 
0.17 
,i.00 
0.19 
3.75 
0.11 
3.74 
0.26 

3.33 
0.19 
3.48 
0.11 
3.23 
0.09 

Note. (R) = Reverse coded ;  NCE = normal  curve  equivalents .  

3.97 
0.12 
3.96 
0.20 
3.67 
0A3 
3.73 
0.27 

3.43 
0.12 
3.43 
0.08 
3.16 
0.08 

3.95 
0.19 
3.99 
0.17 
3.69 
0.16 
3.58 
0.39 

3.5,i 
0.12 
3A7 
(/.15 
3.24 
0.17 
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Figure 3. Student reports of social climate by grade and Comer status: 
longitudinal design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

academic  re la t ionships  a m o n g  s tudents  and abou t  academic  re la t ionships  
with staff that are not  l imited to the c lassroom.  

The  social  c l imate results are less clear. In the s tudent  data,  C o m e ,  
schools  d o  bet ter  than controls  by the ve~ T first pos t t rea tment  assessment  
and  mainta in  this advantage ;  in the staff data, the control  schools  tend to 
ou tpe r fo rm the Comer  schools  I)oth initially and subsequent ly .  In terpre ta t ion  
of  the s tudent  results as an early onse t  effect is potent ia l ly  c louded  because  
cl imate was assessed  at the end  of  the third year  for pi lot  schools  and  at the 
end of  the s econd  year  for the true Phase  I schools .  Only  in Phase  1I schools  
was the first measure  taken  at the end  of  the first p rogram year. The  same 
analyses  were  c o n d u c t e d  with the Phase  II schools ,  which  resulted in the 
same data patterns.  These  results sugges t  that s tudents  in Comer  schools  
no ted  an immedia te  and pers is tent  change  in their  school ' s  social  climate. 
However ,  there  are several  ,-easons w h y  this conc lus ion  shou ld  be  v iewed  
with caution.  The  analyses  did not  inc lude  true pretests ,  the se lect ion con-  
trois were  not  perfect ,  the same  effect was not  obse rved  in Prince George ' s  
County  or  with Chicago staff, and  there  were  no t rea tment  d i f ferences  in 
s lope,  only  in means.  However ,  we  can be  more  sure  of  the posi t ive aca-  
demic  cl imate effect at the later t ime per iod,  g iven that the Comer  and  
control  schools  were  initially similar  and  that both  the s tudent  and  teacher  
data s h o w e d  s t eepe r  rates of  increase  in Comer  schools .  
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Figure 4. Staff academic climate by year and Comer status. Dashed 
line, control; straight line, Comer 

E f f e c t s  o f  t h e  S D P  o n  S t u d e n t  O u t c o m e s  

Table 10 presents the relevant analysis results and Table 11 shows the 
means. Figures 6 and 7 show the unadjusted means for the longitudinal 
design f o r  math and reading achievement test scores, respectively. Program 
schools start about 3 points below the controls and finish level with them, for 
a net benefit of 3 points. '~ Alter HLM adjustments to take (partial) account of 
the initial differences, the longitudinal design shows a gain of 1.39 units per 
year in math, equivalent to 4.2 points over three annual change periods, and 
a gain of .99 units in reading, equivalent to about 3 units. Taking the error of 
these estimates into account entails a total gain of between 1.7 and 6.7 units 
in math and between 1.1 and 4.8 units in reading. 

By conventional standards in psychology (Cohen, 1988), these mean 
changes are "small" relative to their standard e r r o r s .  But the changes o c c u r  

in Chicago's poorest and most Aflican American schools, and so any gain 
may be a real accomplishment given how recalcitrant such schools have 
proven t o  change attempts over the years. Moreover, there is active dispute 
about whether  such gains should be labeled "small." P, osenthal and Rubin 
(1994) documented how so-called small changes can result in large effects 
when translated into different metrics or summed across individuals. The 
changes observed in the famous Tennessee class size experiment that led to 
state-level policy changes are smaller than these in effect size terms (Finn & 
Achilles, 1990; Mosteller, Light, & Sachs, 1996), being .17 for the sample of 
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Figure 5. Studen t  reports  of academic  c l imate  by grade and Comer  
status:  longi tud ina l  des ign .  Dashed  line, control ;  s t ra ight  l ine, C o m e r  

classroonas at large and about .25 for Aflican-American students only (Fer- 
guson, 1998). It is also worth ,enaeml)ering that we obtained an annual slope 
difference over only 4 years. Were this 1 point NCE gain to be maintained 
over each of the eight elementary school years and then across all four high 
school years, the total effect would be of such interoccular significance that 
no discussion would be needed of the meaning of the size of the achieve- 
ment results. 

The next outcome donlain is negative social behaviors. Students in 
Comer schools ,'eported relatively less acting out over time. The relevant 
index, which includes many items that correlate with criminal behavior in 
late adolescence -rod early adulthood, measures the flequency of performing 
11 nlischievous or delinquent acts in a variety of school and nonschool 
settings. As is clear fi'om Figure 8, all schools report more acting out as 
students age. However, the ,'ate of increase is less steep in the Comer 
schools. Examination of the coefficients for slope differences shows a 
change of .19 units per yea,', equivalent to .57 units over three gain periods. 
The actual difference at the last data point is .45 units. This suggests that the 
Comer group started a trivial .12 units 1)elow the controls and that, by the 
study's last year, program students were committing about half a bad be- 
havioral act less per year. The acting out index was also decomposed to 
assess acting out in school (three items), committing naischievous acts out- 
side of school (four items), and breaking the law (also four items). Trends 
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Table 10 
Student Outcomes: Comer Effect for Means and Slopes in School- and 

Individual-Level Analyses 

School-level analyses" Individual-level analyses 

l) ifferenccs in Differences Differences in Differences 
recall level h in slope nlean Level h in slope 

M e a s u r e s  b SE b SE b SE b SE 

Mental Heahh Attributes 
Self-efficacy in school  .04 .040 .02" .012 .03 .027 .02** .010 
l~,acial pride -.01 .040 .02 .020 -.01 .037 .(12 .016 
Positive expcctatioI'ts for 

fflturc life .07 .052 ,03" .019 .05 .032 .03 .013 
Valuing of  positive ou tcomes  

in future lilt.' .0,i .086 .02 .015 .06 .051 .02 .011 
Salislaction with lilt_' and 

relationships .(.)1 .0,i7 .02 .01,i .01 .030 .01 .012 
Use of  constructive cop ing  

strategies .0,i .I155 .03 .022 .03 .033 .03"* .01,i 
l.ack of depress ion .05 .044 .113 .018 .04 .O,10 .02 .016 
Lack o f  anger  ,17"** .054 .(15"* .021 .16"** .050 .04 .019 
Use ()f passive cop ing  

strategies (P,) ,Od .039 .02 .01,i .05 .029 .02 .013 
Negative Social Behaviors 

Acting out  -.65"* .192 -.19"* 0.078 -A3*** .143 -.17"** .055 
l)isaf)l)roval of  misbehavior  - .12  .07,1 -.06** .026 -.12'** .0,12 -.06**** .017 
Substance use - .04 .087 - .05 .03'i - .03  .051 -.0,i** .020 

Positive Social l~,ehaviors 
Time spent in clubs or lessons .005 .007 - .002 .003 .006 .006 -.001 .003 
Time spent playing spoi ls  .002 .001 .001 .003 .003 .(106 .001 .003 
Time spt:nt do ing  h o m e w o r k  

or  fi'ee reading .006 .010 .00'i .00,i .005 .007 .00'i .03(.) 
Time spenl in uns t ructured  

aclivities - .017  .012 - .002  .005 - .16  .0()8 - .002 .003 
Acadenlic  Achievel/ic2nl 

Math NCE lest so(we .72 I. 14,i 1.38"** .418 .81 .632 1A 1 . . . .  .229 
Reading NCE test score .09 1.177 .95"** .309 .27 .659 .91 . . . .  .256 

Note. (R) = Reverse  c o d e d ;  NCE = n o r m a l  cu rve  equ iva len t s .  
: ' l )ue to d i f | e r e n c e s  in statistical p o w e r  b e t w e e n  the  s choo l -  a n d  indivMual- level  ana lyses ,  p < 
10 is on ly  r e p o r t e d  at the  s c h o o l  level. 
bl 'Ntimated at the  t:inal t ime point .  
*p < .10.  **p < .05. ***p < ,01.  ****p < .001. 

were in the salne direction for each type of acting out behavior, although the 
statistical results we ,e  clearer for delinquency and mischief out school than 
for mischief in school. 

Three other findings buttress the conclusion that the Comer prograna 
caused a general decrease in negative behaviors. One is the change found in 
mainstream beliefs expressing disapprowd of misl)ehavior. The relevant 
tables and Figure 9 show that students in Comer schools adopted ever more 
conventional beliefs about misbehavior when compared with controls. An- 
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Table 11 
Student Outcome Means by Grade and Comer Status: School Level 

Control (N = 9) Conler (N = 10) 

Measures Grade 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 

Mental Health Attributes 
Self-efficacy in 

school 
P,:icia I pr ide 

Positive expectations 
['or future life 

Valuing of positive 
outconles in future 
life 

Satisfaction with life 
and relationships 

Use of constructive 
coping smitegies 

kick of depression 

M 3.76 3 . 8 1  3.74 3.80 3 . 7 1  3.79 3 , 8 1  3.86 
SD 0,17 0,13 0.12 0.10 0.17 11.12 0,11 0.18 
M 3,98 4.03 3.96 4.08 3 . 9 1  3.92 3.97 4,06 
SD 0.13 0.10 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.16 
M 4.24 4.22 4,17 4,09 4.:16 4.25 4.19 4.20 
379 0.13 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.10 0,16 
M 3.99 3.95 3.83 3.79 3.~) 3.97 3.92 3.90 
3"/9 0,19 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.12 0 , 1 4  0 . 1 4  0.211 

/1q 3.98 4 . 0 1  4.00 4.06 3.96 4.02 3.99 4.12 
SD 0.17 0.18 0,09 0,10 0,13 11.11 0.15 0,19 
/14 4.17 4.22 4.10 4.05 4,17 4.19 4,10 4, I 1 
SI) 0.10 0.13 0,07 0.14 0,12 0.10 0.12 0.18 
34 3.54 3.75 3.97 4.02 3 . 5 1  3.76 3.98 4.11 
SI) 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.10 0 . 1 1  0.14 

Lack of anger M 3.02 3 . 1 4  3.22 3 , 2 1  3.07 3.18 3.29 3.36 
SI,) 0.18 0 . 1 1  0,19 0,19 0.19 41.13 11.19 0.13 

Use of passive M 3.96 4.11 4.11 4.26 3.96 4 , 0 4  ,i,17 4,30 
coping smltegies SD (),07 0.10 0.12 0 . 1 1  0.18 0.17 0 . 1 4  0.13 
(R) 

Negative Social Behaviors 
Acting out M 3.08 3.22 3 . 7 4  4 . 1 1  3.06 3.28 3 . 5 4  3,54 

,?D 0,58 0.38 0,43 0.35 0 . 5 4  0,65 0,62 0.56 
I)isapproval of /14 4.10 4.08 3.95 3.85 4.07 4.07 3.97 4,02 

misbehavior SD 0.20 0.12 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.19 0.20 0,18 
Substance rise M 0,30 0 , 3 4  0.57 0 , 7 1  0.45 0.44 0,58 0.68 

SI,) 0.12 0.09 0.19 0,19 0.23 0.13 0.18 0.23 
Positive Social Behaviors 

Time spent in clubs /1,1 0.20 41.17 0.15 0.13 11.19 I).19 0,16 0.13 
or lessons SD 0.(13 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 (I.(13 

Time spent pklying M 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.20 0 . 2 1  0.24 0.23 
sports SI) 0,03 0,02 0.412 0.02 41.411 0.02 0.02 0.03 

Time spent doing M 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.23 0,29 0.25 0.23 0.24 
honlework or free SI) 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 
reading 
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Table 11 (Continued) 

Control (N = 9) Comer (N = 10) 

Measures Grade 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 

Time spent in 
unstructured M 0.35 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.34 0.36 0.39 0.40 
activities SI) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 

A c a d e m i c  achievemcnl 
Math NCE test score M 33.72 34.39 3:1.68 36.75 30.38 30.72 3().33 36.72 

SI) 8.50 9.04 7.34 6.37 6.35 5.70 7.27 5.87 
Reading NCEtest M 36.78 34.64 34.97 37.27 33.60 33.11 34.43 37.93 

score SI) 4.49 4.98 3.00 3.11 3.79 4.06 4.34 4.87 

No/e, (R) = Reverse coded; NCE = normal curve equivalents. 

other is tile means for using illegal substances--drugs,  tobacco, and alcohol 
combined. These are also congruent with a positive program impact, al- 
though the effect is very small and only reliable in individual-level analyses. 
Finally, the program affected a measure of the frequency of getting angry 
across four situations that may well be conceptually linked to acting out. As 
shown in Figure 10, and as both individual and school-level analyses attest, 
students in the Comer schools reported anger less frequently than controls, 
especially in the last study years. Thus, the weight of the evidence suggests 
that the Comer program reduced negative social behaviors and modified 
some belief~ and anger feelings that might be causally related to acting out. 
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Figure 6. School-Level means for math scores by grade and Comer 
status: longitudinal design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 
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Figure 7. School level-means for reading scores by grade and Comer 
status: longitudinal design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

These effects were clearer in the last two study years. Because the Comer  
and control schools did not differ be)bre this time, it is easier to defend the 
claim that selection probably  does  not account  for the effects on self- 
reportecl negative behaviors. 
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Figure 8. School-level means for acting out by grade and Comer 
status: longitudinal design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 
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Figure 9. School-level means for disapproval of misbehavior by grade 
and Comer status: longitudinal design. Dashed line, control; straight 
line, Comer 

Ahhough the program reduced reports of such behaviors at a faster rate 
in the Comer schools, there was no corresponding increase in positive be- 
haviors. This was true whether the measure was attending organized after- 
school oi" neighl~orhood activities o1" spending more tinae in solitary activities 
that aduhs typically consider to be wholesome (e.g., doing homework or 
reading). Moreover, tim program also does not seem to have had any posi- 
tive effects on mental health other than dealing with anger. Thus, the pro- 
gram seems to have reduced negative behaviors without enhancing positive 
ones or improving mental health. 

The foregoing results do not: take into account the possible selection 
conf~mnd due to Comer schools having more stable principals. Table 12 
shows school-level means for achievement gains, acting out, and conven- 
tional beliefs about misbehavio, when the schools with stable principals are 
partitioned by Comer and control status. Because the program schools out- 
perform control schools with stable principals, it seems unlikely that group 
difference in principal stability alone can account I-k~r the obtained effects. 

Another potential selection confound follows flom the fact that, in the 
penuhimate study year, the district central office announced that it would put 
schools on probation if 85% or more of their students scored below national 
no,'ms. If no subsequent improvement occurred, schools could then be 
closed or reconstituted, threatening teacl|ers' jobs. Of the 10 Comer schools, 
6 went on probation versus only three of the nine control schools. Initially, 
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Figure 10. Schoo l - l eve l  m e a n s  for anger  control  by grade and Comer  
status: longitudinal design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

tile probationary schools underperformed the others by about 6 NCE points 
in math and about .35 in acting out behaviors. But outcome changes were no 
larger in the Comer schools on probation than in the nonprobationary 
Comer schools or in the control schools on probation. Thus, treatment d i f  
ferences in probation are not a plausible ahernative interpretation of tile 
current findings. All the schools were so low performing that narrowly avoid- 
ing probation in one year did not absolve any school fl'om the immediate 
need to improve test scores, lest probation be their fate the following year. 

hnproving achievement and decreasing acting out are outcomes of 
great significance in current national debates about effective schools. We 
need to determine whether tile schools showing achievement gains were the 
same ones preventing negative social behaviors. Using tile longitudinal data 
from just the Comer schools, Table 13 presents the school-level correlations 
between linear changes in the various outcomes showing program effects. 
Changes in acting out, normative beliefs about misbehavior, and lack of 
anger are strongly related to each other, as are changes in math and reading. 
However, the acting out and achievement domains tend to be negatively 
related. Within the limits imposed by having so few schools, the data suggest 
that the schools where academic achievement changed more were not nec- 
essarily the same schools that successively reduced negative social behav- 
iors. The sto~ T is similar at the student level. The students attending Comer 
schools who were improving in math and reading were not those with the 
most positive changes in acting out and related 1)eliefs. It is not easy to argue 
that individual Comer schools or students benefited from a "double 
whammy," that is, higher achievement and less acting out. 
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Table 12 
School-Level Means for Achievement, Acting Out, and Disapproval of 

Misbehavior by Principal Change 

5 6 7 8 

Math No change Control M 35.90 37.59 32.51 37.19 
(N = 4) S D  3.92 7.54 4.88 4.35 
Comer M 29.81 30.77 30.73 36.16 
(,N = 9) S D  6.47 6.04 7.59 5.94 

Change Cont,'ol M 31.98 31.83 31.01 36.40 
(N = 5) S D  11.15 10.12 9.41 8.16 
Comer M 35.48 30.23 26.74 41.73 
( N  = 1 ) S D  . . . .  

Reading No change Control M 38.42 36.75 36.82 38.23 
(N = 4) S D  2.79 ,i.58 3.52 4.16 
Comer M 33.56 33.18 34.70 37.33 
(N= 9) S D  4.01 4.30 4.52 4.77 

Change Control M 35.46 32.96 33.50 36.51 
(N= 5) S D  5.44 5.10 1.61 2.17 
Comer M 33.89 32.51 32.03 43.22 
(N= 1) S D  . . . .  

Acting Out No change Control M 3.03 2.96 3.90 4.11 
(N = 4) SD. 0.32 0.13 0.42 0.39 
Comer M 3.02 3.29 3.41 3.41 
(N = 9) S D  0.55 0.63 0.48 0.40 

Change Control M 3.11 3.42 3.61 4.11 
(N = 5) S D  0.76 0.39 0.43 0.35 
Comer M 3.43 4.06 4.74 4.72 
(N = 1) sD . . . .  

l)isapproval of Misbehavior No change Control M 4.15 4.17 3.86 3.80 
(N = 4) ~$79 0.20 0.13 0.24 0.22 
Comer M 4.06 4.10 4.01 4.07 
(N= 9) ST) 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.11 

Change Control M 4.06 4.01 4.03 3.89 
(N = 5) S D  0.17 0.05 0,10 0.17 
Comer M 4.16 3.83 3.64 3.61 
( N  = 1) S D  . . . .  

Replication With the Cross-Sectional Sample 

The cross-sectional design involves repeated cross-sections of fifth through 
eighth graders in each school for the last 4 years of tile study. Tile design is 
based on 4 years of data, fou," grade levels, 19 schools, 10,306 independent  
students, and about 16,952 observations per outcome. However,  the cross- 
sectional sample includes students who, for various reasons, were in the 
same e lementaw school for only 1 or 2 years during our data collection. 
Thus, 49.5% of students provided data once; 27.5% twice; 16% three times; 
and 6.9% four times. The number  of repeat  observations depends on three 
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Table 13 
Correlations Between Outcome Changes for Grades 6-8 at the School 

and Individual Levels: Comer Students Only 

1 2 3 4 5 

I Change in acting out - -  -A6 -.H6** .31 .21 
2 Change in lack o f  anger -0.30** - -  .38 -. 16 -A6 
3 Change in disapl)rov:tl of -.43"* .3;"I** - -  -.43 -.39 
4 Change in math -.07 .07 .08 - -  .75" 
5 Change in reading .03 -.04 .02 .26"* - -  

zVole. Values below the diagonal are computed at the individual level and values al-~ove tht: 
¢_[i:lgotl:d are computed at the scho{)l level. 
*p < .05. **p < .01. 

major  factors. The  most  impor tan t  is a s tudent ' s  g rade  when  the s tudy began.  
For  example ,  an eighth g rade r  in the s tudy 's  first year  and a fifth g rader  in its 
last year  can only  p rov ide  data once.  Another  is the rate of  turnover  in a 
school .  The  third is new entrants  into a school  after fifth g rade  w h o  could  not 
have e x p e r i e n c e d  any p rogram e x p o s u r e  in ear l ier  grades .  Indeed ,  by the 
last s tudy year,  s tudents  in the longi tudinal  des ign  had been  in Comer  
schools  for an average  of  4.39 yea, 's ( r e m e m b e r  that Phase  1 s tudents  could  
have been  enro l led  in Comer  schools  for 5 years)  and  s tudents  in the cross- 
sect ional  des ign  had been  in Comer  schools  for only  3.19 yea,'s. If the length 
of  p rogram e x p o s u r e  media tes  p rogram effects, the cross-sect ional  des ign  is 
less powert:ul than the longi tudinal  one.  Howeve, ' ,  e x p o s u r e  is not  the only  
theoret ica l ly  re levant  med ia t ing  process .  If the Comer  p rogram genera ted  
s o m e  e m e r g e n t  school  p rope r ty  that inf luenced even new entrants  (e.g., a 
new noma abou t  the impor t ance  of  school  or  of  academic  ach ievement ) ,  
then  this no rm change  might  inf luence any n e w c o m e r s  wi thout  di lut ing the 
p r o g , a m  effect. Al though both  the longi tudinal  and cross-sect ion-d des igns  
test for t rea tment  d i f ferences  in s lopes  and means,  this does  not imply iden-  
tical popu la t ions  or  mecliating processes .  

For school - leve l  cross-sect ional  analyses,  a three- level  HLM mode l  was 
used.  Student  r e sponses  were  aggregatecl  to the grade  level by school  and 
year,  thus creat ing 304 g r a d e / s c h o o l / y e a r  units (4 grades  by 19 schools  by  4 
years).  At the first level, the mode l  r ep resen ted  multil)le m e a s u r e m e n t  oc-  
cas ions  (years)  nes ted  within g r a d e / s c h o o l  units and the last s tudy year  was 
chosen  as the zero reference  point.  At the s econd  level were  the average  
th i rd-grade  ach i evemen t  means  for each of  the 76 aggrega ted  s c h o o l / g r a d e  
combina t ions .  Other  potent ia l  covar ia tes  at this level were  not used because  
there was little annual  b e t w e e n - g r a d e  variatioct in average  gender ,  race, 
h o u s e h o l d  compos i t ion ,  or  paren t  work  status within schools .  At the thi ,d  
( school )  level, the predic tors  were  Comer,  phase  and the cen te red  Comer  x 
Phase interaction,  s Thus, the analysis  p robes  t rea tment  d i f ferences  in final 
means  and  4-year  s lopes  across  the fifth th rough  e ighth  grades  in the average  
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Figure 11. Student reports of social climate by year and Comer status: 
cross-sectional design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

Comer and comparison school. To model student effects :it tile individual 
level, tile cross-sectional design used OLS. The predictors were gender, race, 
grade, phase, year, prior achievement, family composition, parental work 
status, Comer status, Comer x Phase, plus the interaction of year with each 
individual difference factor :is well :is with Comer, phase, and Comer x Phase. 

Some of the cross-sectional and longitudinal results cross-validate. Fig- 
ures 7ll and 12 present the cross-sectional findings for social and academic 
climate. By the end of the first year, there is a positive program effect for 
social climate that persists over time. The Comer and control schools start out 
equally for academic climate. However, a reliable inean difference emerges 
by the klst year that favors Comer schools. Both of these climate results 
replicate the longitudinal results. 

Figures 13-15 present the results for the social behavior variables. The 
means for acting out, disapproval of misbehavior, and :lnger control suggest 
the same pro-Comer finding :is in the longitudinal design, although none of 
the differences :ire reliable :it either the school or individual level. Untk)rtu- 
nately, neither the cross-sectional 111eans nor analysis results indicate any 
systematic differences between the Comer and control schools for math or 
,'eading (Figures 16 and 17). The climate results replicate better across de- 
signs than do the outcome results. 

The design difference in achievement results requires that students in 
the cross-sectional sample manifested unique Comer/control time trends that 
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Figure 12. Student reports of academic climate by year and Comer 
status: cross-sectional design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

contrasted with those obtained with the longitudinal sample. Students who 
were in Comer schools for just a few years tended to score lower than their 
counterparts in control schools; those leaving Comer schools after a few 
years tended to score higher; and younger  grades entering the sampling 
fl 'amework in later years tended to be less able if they were in the Comer 
than control schools. Consequently, Comer students who were not in the 
longitudinal sample had lower achievement scores relative to their controls, 
whereas the opposite occu,'red with students in the longitudinal sample. We 
do not know wlay this was the case, but it must lower our confidence in the 
longitudinal achievement resuhs presented earlier. It does not reduce the 
confidence to zero, however, given the widely acknowledged superiority of 
longitudinal designs for ascertaining program effects. This is because units 
are exposed to the independent  variable for a longer period of time and 
because there are no treatment-related perturbations associated with time- 
varying population shifts. 

The Mediating Role of School Climate 

When the average Conler and control schools are COnlpared, the longitudinal 
results are congruent with Corner's theory. That is, stuclent social climate is 
immediately superior in the Comer schools (Figure 3); in both student and 
staff accounts, acaclemic climate subsequently improves (Figures 2 and 3); 
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Figure 13. School-level means for acting out by year and Comer 
status: cross-sectional design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

and some student ou tcomes  change  [or tile better, but again mostly at later 
time points (Figure 4). Tile data seem to mimic Coiner's theol T almost per- 
fectly. Hence,  if explanat ion d e p e n d e d  only on contrasting the average 
Comer  and control schools  in a one  degree  of  fl 'eedom test, the task would  
be easy and the results clear-ct, t. 

However ,  individual schools  can be compared  and not just averages of  
schools. We used the student social and academic climate indices in what  
was otherwise the same longitudinal model  that generated tile school-level 
Comer  effects shown in Figure 4. The aim was to see if tile slope differences 
favoring Comer  disappeared once  tile climate variables were  separately in- 
t roduced into the HLM analyses. The school-level predictors were  Comer  
status, phase, the Comer  x Phase interaction and, depend ing  on the analysis, 
another  predictor was added.  It was either tile school 's  social or academic 
climate expressed either its it mean  or a slope and taken either f,'om student 
or staff reports aggregated to tile school level. When  slopes were in tile 
analysis, tile initial starting mean was also added.  Unfortunately, the treat- 
ment  differences in academic achievement  and acting out slopes did not 
change  much when  any of  the climate variables were introduced into tile 
analysis. This suggests that the Comer  schools where  individuals changed  
more  were not necessarily those with better social or academic climates, c' 

Corner's theory suggests that social climate should  improve prior to the 
emergence  of  a more  positive academic climate. Longitudinal models  were 
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Figure 14. School-level means for disapproval of misbehavior by year 
by Comer status: cross-sectional design. Dashed line, control; straight 
line, Comer 

constructed that simultaneously introduced into the LISLlal outconle model 
both the mean social climate across all 4 years (either the student or staff 
version) and tile change in acaden~ic climate during the last 2 study years 
(again, either in the student or teacher versions). The aim was to describe a 
setting with a good social climate and an improving academic climate. How- 
ever, such models also failed to make the effects in Figure 4 disappear, 
although one of them marginally reduced the coefficients for acting out and 
nornlative beliefs about nlisbehavior. In gener:tl, the pattern of outcome 
changes obtained when contrasting the average Comer :rod control school 
does not mimic how individual Comer schools change. Schools with more 
favorably changing outcomes were not those with consistently better social 
or academic clinlates or with better combinations of clinlate components. 
Other factors are likely ,'esponsible for the pattern of obtained program 
effects. 

In this connection, the school-level correlations anlong the climate in- 
dices are instructive. For the Conler schools, the mean student social and 
academic climates are correlated .79 and the two slopes .68. (The corre- 
sponding values for staff are .43 and .60.) These high values indicate how 
difficull it is to discriminate between the social anct academic aspects of 
school clinlate on empirical grounds alone. The two are not identical, how- 
ever, as the different relationshil)s with the Comer manipulation illustrated. 
Nonetheless, it will be difficuh to uncover independent social and academic 
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Figure 15. S c h o o l - l e v e l  m e a n s  f o r  a n g e r  c o n t r o l  b y  y e a r  a n d  C o m e r  

status:  c ross -sec t iona l  des ign .  D a s h e d  l ine,  c o n t r o l ;  s t r a i g h t  l ine,  C o m e r  

c l ima te  effects. It w i l l  a lso be  d i f f i cu l t  to i n v o k e  e x p l a n a t i o n s  based  on 

school differences in implementing the Comer program. This is because the 
implementation index is as highly correlated with the student social and 
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Figure /6. S c h o o l - l e v e l  m e a n s  for  m a t h  s c o r e s  by year  a n d  C o m e r  

status:  c ross -sec t iona l  d e s i g n .  D a s h e d  line, control; straight line, Comer 
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Figure 17. School-level means for reading scores by year and Comer 
status: cross-sectional design. Dashed line, control; straight line, Comer 

academic climate constructs as they are with each other. There is little dis- 
criminant validity; tile implementation index is just another school climate 
indicator. On reflection, this finding is not ve W strange, given that Corner's 
explication of implementation emphasizes how teams operate and rehlte to 
a school's mission and how planning procedures and norms of mutual re- 
spect operate. 

The close correspondence between climate and implementation helps 
explain why tile implenlentation index also fails to make the Comer effects 
in Figu,'e 4 disappear when it is introduced into the analysis. The present 
sample contains Chicago schools with better and worse climates, and both 
students and staff agree on which is which. It also contains schools that vary 
in how Comer-like staff perceive them to be. Within limits imposed by 
studying only 19 schools fl'om within a single city, it does not seem that the 
schools with better-measu,ed program implementation and better or lhster 
changing climates are necessarily the same schools where student achieve- 
ment and acting ()tit are changing tile most. Therefore, analyses of individual 
schools cannot sust:lin tile conclusion suggested by comparing tile average 
Comer and control school- - that  school climate variables mediate between 
implementing tile Comer prog,am and student changes in achievement and 
acting out. 

Discuss ion  

This study was conducted in inner-city Chicago schools with a predomi- 
nantly minority population of African American children from very poor 
llomes. It was undertaken at a time when tile city schools had begun a highly 
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publicized school refoml initiative that was in place for tile whole study 
period. This reform may explain why staff ill both program and control 
schools sltw steady improvement  in many different aspects of school climate. 
It implies that, to be effective by the criteria we set, Comer schools l-rod to do 
better than tin escalator that was ah'eacly naoving upward. These realities of 
place, population, and context fl'ame all the results discussed below. 

Being in :in officially designated program school hacl only a modest  
impact on staff perceptions of the quality of program implementation and no 
measured impact on staff perceptions of the school's social climate. How- 
ever, as early :is tile progranfs  first year, stuclents in Comer schools believecl 
that their social climate was better. By the last 2 study ),ears, both teachers 
anti students believed that program schools hacl initiated more pedagogically 
,'elevant activities and students had improved in reading and math by about 
3 points, self-reported acting out decreased by just under one half of a 
behavior, anger was reported :is being less frequent, and belieN about what 
constitutes misbehavior were mo,'e mainstream. 

It is notev,,orthy that the program and control schools started at about 
the same position for the nonachievement  outcomes, suggesting that the 
results may well be causal. However,  the program schools startecl out behind 
the controls in academic achievement and then caught up with them, thus 
creating differences in slopes rather than eighth-grade means. Moreover, the 
achievement results obtained with the inferentially more powerl-\d longitu- 
dinal design were not replicated with the weaker  cross-sectional design. So, 
causal inferences about the difference in achievement gains is especially 
dependent  on the design used and the adequacy of the statistical control for 
selection. 

Nonetheless, tile clata suggest that the Comer program caused positive 
changes in two socially important sets of outcomes: (1) standardized test 
scores and (2) beliefs, feelings, and behaviors relevant to disruptive and 
illegal behavior. It is rare for a single study to show changes in both of these 
domains, which are so central to current discussions of tile need for school 
,'eform, particularly in the impactecl inner-city areas. If such effects were to 
be found at other Comer sites, they woulcl have important implications for 
eclucational policy. 

However,  they were not found ill Prince George's  County, the only 
other experimental study of Comer conducted to date. At that site, middle 
schoolers were the target of the intervention, not younger students; the 
schools were located in suburban rather than in urban areas; program ex- 
posure was mostly for 2 years rather than for 6 years; the facilitators were 
teachers or counselors rather than social workers; and the program variant 
did not have the emphasis on academic achievement that came to be im- 
portant in Chicago (Cook et al., 1999). We cannot be sure which of these 
many site differences, alone or in coml)ination, account for the different 
student results by site. However,  till the presumptions are tl)at the Chicago 
study is supe,ior. It involves longer exposure to the treatment, a treatment 
variant that respects academic and social goals for schools, and the popu-  
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lation ,'epresents the students for whom Comer created his program, those 
for whom national concern is greatest. 

As promising as these initial Chicago results fo," achievement and acting 
out seem to lye, there is no evidence that the program improved either 
mental health or positive social behaviors. Nor is there evidence that 
achievement and acting of t  changed in the same Comer schools or even in 
the same students, .tlthough the small number of schools makes these last 
findings somewhat uncertain. A model of independent program effects 
seems more appropriate in which changes in academic peffo,-mance and 
social behavior are not causally linked. Finally, it is not yet possible to 
adduce evidence about whether the student effects persist as students leave 
their Comer elementary schools and enter high schools that vary consider- 
ably in quality. We need to replicate the current findings in other school 
districts where there is a reasonable presumption of quality program imple- 
mentation and long exposure periods. We also need to assess the longer- 
term Chicago program effects on both high school performance and 
involvement with the justice system. 

One possible explanation of the Chicago effects invokes the quality 
with which the Comer program was implemented. The implementation in- 
dex failed to make the program effects disappear when it wits introduced 
into models of program effects. Thus it does not seem that the extent to 
which a school's ethos is Comer-like is strongly related to the outcome 
changes caused by the Comer manipulation. This conclusion depends on the 
validity of the implementation index, and the one we used meets all the 
usual psychometric criteria with respect to reliability and face validity. It was 
created after writing a paper on the progrqm together with its designer 
(Anson et al., 1991). It was checked out with both Yale and Prince George's 
County Comer officials before being used. It is now being used in slightly 
modified form by Abt Associates in their Detroit evaluation of Comer and in 
a somewhat more revisecl form by researchers at the SI)P headquarters. 
Moreover, the quantitative and qualitative researchers ranked Chicago 
Comer schools in terms of implementation quality, achieving results that 
were always almost identical. The index could be improved, though, par- 
ticularly if it emphasized how well facilitators played their role and if it were 
more behavioral in orientation, specifying concrete actions that had taken 
place ,ather than staff judgments and beliefs. 

The implementation index was highly correlated with staff anti student 
measures of the school social and academic climate. Thus, it is not surprising 
that adding the climate measures to the causal models also failed to reduce 
the Comer effects. It does not seem, therefore, that either imp[enaentation or 
climate factors (as we have measured them) mediate between a school 
entering the Comer program -tnd students subsequently improving in 
achievement and acting out. Howeve,', the failure to discover a mediating 
role for school climate when individual schools were the unit of analysis was 
at variance with the results when the average Comer anti control schools 
were compared with each other. Then, climate did change after treatment 
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ass ignment  and social climate changes  p receded  academic  changes .  
Achievenlent and acting out results could be clearly seen only when both 
these changes had occurred. It is not clear why the predicted sequence of 
program effects was not obtained with one unit of analysis (individual 
schools) but was obtained with a different unit (averages of treatment 
schools). The difference may be related to the fact only 19 schools were 
included in the study, a better number  for assessing program main effects 
than what :ire essentially interactions between Comer status and standing on 
the climate mediating variables. 

Another explanation involves the length of program exposure. Most of 
the effects on students are not clear until the last 2 pi'ogram years, these 
being the sixth year for the original pilot schools, the fifth for the original 
Phase I schools, and the fourth for the Phase I1 schools. Two other factors 
suggest the explanatory importance of prograin exposure. Figures 4 and 6 
show that restllts fl'om the longitudinal design are slightly larger and con- 
siderably clearer than results fl'om the cross-sectional design. This could be 
because, by the later assessment period, longitudinal students had been in 
their schools for about a year longer than the average student in the cross- 
sectional design. The second type of evidence comes flom comparing the 
Chicago and Prince George's  Cotinty evaluations of Corner's program. In 
MaiTland , students attended the local middle schools for 2 years and showed 
no program effects, the same finding that would have restllted if the Chicago 
study been restricted to 2 years of program exposure. (Because there :ire many 
other site differences, we cannot be sure that variation in the length of program 
exposure is solely responsible for site differences in student outcomes.) 

A simple exposure explanation makes most sense when an effective 
program that is stable in content is imolemented. This was definitely not the 
case in Chicago. During the study period, the national Comer program was 
experimenting with new ways to become more instructionally relevant. 
Youth Guidance was also reformulating certain aspects of program design to 
reflect its own experiences in organizing the community,  delivering mental 
health services, and building relationships in Chicago neighborhoods. Thus, 
the Coiner schools probably benefited fl'om more sophistication and enthu- 
siasm about changing the social life in schools than it had received anywhere 
else before. However, even this emphasis waxed and waned. When pointed 
pedagogic priorities eventually emerged fl'om the school district, Youth 
Guidance worked on improving instruction and reduced the saliency of 
some of its earlier concerns, particula,iy aroldnd parent involvement and 
helping principals manage a decentralized school. A priority shift like this is 
not problematic for length of exposure explanations if: the shift pattern over 
time mirrors the specifications of an effective prograna theory. Indeed, 
Comer recommends that socially disorganized and demoralized schools 
should first improve their social climate, then inlprove the academic focus, 
and then children's behavior and performance will "somehow" improve. As 
Figures 2 through 6 illustrate, this temporal sequence of changes actually 
occurred. 
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Although the sequence Comer specifics seems plausible, it could not 
be tested sensitively with the data on hand. First, there is the problem 
that analyses at the school level fail to corroborate the same sequential 
model .  Second,  we do not know what  would  have h a p p e n e d  had 
Youth Guidance begun the program with the pedagogical  priorities it 
later adopted. Would it then have achieved the program effects we demon-  
strated in later years? If so, changing the school governance structure and 
social climate would not be as necessal T for improving academic climate and 
student ou tcomes  as Comer maintains. After observing some of these 
schools, we find it difficult to believe that any Comer implementation would 
have been successful had it started with instructional rather than social pri- 
orities. These schools were initially characterized by mistrust, factionalism, 
resignation, and counterproductive staff beliefs about how family life in 
desperately poor  neighborhoods impacts school life (BiTk et al., 1998). 
There was also considerable pessimism about the levels of  support  to be 
expected from the dist,ict central office, fl'om parents, and even from prin- 
cipals and vice-principals who were not all as pedagogically engaged or 
knowledgeable  as they might have been (Payne, 1998). 

Working to improve a school's social climate may not by itself be suf- 
ficient to bring about important student changes. After 4 years of program 
development  in Prince George 's  County, the local priority was still on using 
the Comer program to improve social relationships and disseminate knowl- 
edge of chilcl development,  hnproving instructional practice was not a major 
program goal and no student changes occurred in either social or academic 
outcomes. What happens during program exposure is surely more relevant 
than the length of exposure per se. We suspect that the best schools are 
those that begin with activities to improve both a school's social climate and 
its academic focus. Indeed, the two are not very distinct in either the staff or 
student view. Initial emphasis exclusively on the social and psychological 
may sometimes impede the transition to working on pedagogic changes 
later. Needect is an organization that acknowledges the theoretical and op- 
erational interdependence of both fhctors. 

Another explanation may lie in the roles played by Youth Guidance, 
Before describing these roles, we must note that the Chicago Comer effort 
did not exist in a vacuum. Some background factors may be crucial parts of 
a complete explanatory account. First, the Comer program was implemented 
in a Chicago context where reform was the norm and, as our implementation 
and climate data indicated, many schools were already improving and so 
created a higher hurdle ['or the Comer schools to clear if they were to show 
effects. However,  the Chicago context probably also helped the Comer 
schools in several ways. Staff did not have to be persuaded of the political 
necessity to change, of the consequences of not changing, and of the im- 
poFtance of working collaboratively in order to effect change. In addition, 
the central district office left no ambiguity about the di,ection of desired 
change, emphasizing academic achievement in all its later explicit pro- 
nouncements  and in its new policies about school probation and ending 
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student social promotions. Other Comer sites do not enjoy a local context 
where it is impossible to maintain the status quo and whe,'e tile goal for 
change is so clear. 

Second, Youth Guidance has a unique organization-II culture that few 
other agencies implenlenting the Comer plogmnl can replicate, most of 
which operate from the school district headquarters. Youth Guidance has 
been actively working in inner-city, minority COmlalunities for decades. 
About one half of its personnel are Afl'ican American and :ill are social 
workers trained and eager to work with the population tinder study. The 
organization truly respects parents and unclerstands their difficult lives, as 
was illustrated in the first year by the overwhelming parent response to 
Youth Guidance's  outreach into the public housing units where nearly :ill the 
pilot children lived. The organization also had the interpe,sonal skills re- 
quired for supporting and guiding principals without undel'nlining their au- 
thority or taking sides in school battles. Also noteworthy was the ability of 
facilitators to persevere, given they had p,'incipals who differed in personal 
conmaitment to the program, in their confidence :is principals, in their social 
skills, in their inclination to democracy, in their energy levels, and in their 
knowledge of instructional practice. Also salient was the organization's con- 
sistent refusal to blame others when things went wrong. There was a steady 
hand on tile tiller in an organization where few senior staff turned over and 
considerable political skill was shown in dealing with schools, district per- 
sonnel, fflnders, and even researchers. The organization also fl'ankly ac- 
knowledged its inability to take tile lead on instructional matters, while 
simultaneously seeking to learn as much and :is quickly as possible about 
how to improve classroom teaching. Many other organizations seeking to 
implement the SDP will not have the political anti social skills of Youth 
Guidance; nor will they enjoy its level of support  in local communities. 

Some specific activities that Youth Guidance undertook were not very 
helpful in tile long term, as the organization itself learned. In the pilot 
schools'  first year, Youth Guidance instituted a community outreach cam- 
paign and canvassed many homes in the public housing units serving the 
schools, showing :in unheard-of level of concern for parents and their rela- 
tionships to schools. Principals and teachers were anlazed :it the number  of  
parents who turned out for the first social events and by the level of their 
general concern about school quality. With the limited resources available, 
such intensive community organization could not be maintained. Only mod- 
est numbers of parents in tile Comer schools remained involved in school 
governance, in parent groups, and in general school support. Although their 
continued participation represents a long-term parent effect of unknown 
magnitude, it seems fair to claim that parent involvement was eventually 
defined more modestly and became increasingly less important to Youth 
Guidance. 

Some of the positive things Youth Guidance did to bring about effects 
:ire the product of its background in social work and the emphasis  it places 
on ways to promote  better relationships between staff, to deal with students 
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who are acting out, and to support princip-ds in institution-building. As late 
as the last study year, Youth Guidance was still introducing some social 
programs into schools, including one on peer mediation that was aimed at 
decreasing anger and improving interpersonal behavior, including violence 
and other forms of acting out. Much earlier, most of the Comer schools had 
set up Discovery Rooms where disruptive students could be sent and pro- 
fessional help made available to them. In addition, the Youth Guidance 
facilitators were widely known and often available in their school, deliber- 
ately showing sensitivity in interpersonal relationships yet focusing on prac- 
tical problem-solving. This entailed great stress in mediating between the 
various parties within the school. Nonetheless, ahhough school climates 
improved, they were still far flom perfect when this study ended. An impor- 
tant role seems to have been played by the sociql work background of Youth 
Guidance, by the example set by facilitators, by the 1)iscovery Room, and by 
the peer mediation program 

We have no comparable details on the control schools. However, it is 
unlikely that social workers would have played the slune hands-on roles as 
the Youth Guidance facilitators. Traditional school social workers do not 
implement Come,'-like programs! It is also unlikely that the control schools 
would have h-td specific analogs to a Discovery Room or to the peer me- 
diation implemented in Comer schools. Nor would the control schools have 
had in-service training about interpersonal relationships like Youth Guid- 
ance occasionally provided to the Comer schools. Youth Guidance never 
gave up trying to maintain a positive school social climate. Even when the 
staff felt pressured to demonstrate achievement gains, they were still intro- 
ducing new programs to enhance the social climate and improve students' 
social behavior. 

As achievement gains became more politically salient, Youth Guidance 
was able to respond because, by then, it was no longer required to enroll 
new schools. It hired its own director of instruction and developed links with 
a faculty member in a local university who had developed an instructional 
package. However, neither worked out. The director of instruction was hired 
away after a year and schools could provide very little staff development 
time for learning the in,structional package. As a result, teacher volunteering 
on weekends was mostly required. Also problematic was that the package 
developers were spread thinly across city schools, and Youth Guidance 
decided to adopt the package without consulting all the relevant personnel 
in all the Come," schools. Youth Guidance learned fiom these mistakes. A 
selfLreflective organization, weekly staff meetings were held to which out- 
side experts were sometimes invited, including members of the Yale Comer 
sta ft. 

When Youth Guidance's instruction'd efforts became more focused, 
they were still not as organized as the efforts directed at improving school 
social climate. This was partly because the focus on staff relationships, 
gove,nance, and difficult students could not be abandoned. However, a 
set of pedagogical services eventually evolved that were responsive to the 
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needs of districts and principals. Salient among these were facilitating the 
transfer of underperfomling teachers, coordinating meetings between vari- 
ous Comer schools so that teachers could learn fl'om each other, increasing 
the amount of within-school dialogue about instruction, convincing princi- 
pals to obseiwe in classrooms and provide feedback, linking some less ef- 
fective classroom teachers to master teachers, and providing schools with 
information about instructional packages in particular curriculum areas. 
Youth Guidance never provided a specific instructional package and, al- 
though the Yale authorities have flirted with some program developers in the 
p-lst, they are also not yet ready to prescribe a specific model. Indeed, it is 
in the spirit of the program to be not too prescriptive; instead, a range of 
vetted packages are suggested for schools to consider, teachers are coached 
about the criteria for judging among packages, and staff members are helped 
in efforts to get feedback about any package being considered. However, 
given the late start with curriculum matters in Chicago and the process 
orientation that characterizes the prog,'am at large, it is understandable that 
the Chicago "instructional" components a,'e more difficult to define than the 
social COlnponents. 

The Comer program is not very prescriptive about school goals and 
strategies. As long its certain structures and traditions of decision-making and 
collaboration are in place, schools can choose their goals and strategies for 
,'eaching them. Youth Guidance facilitators were needed to set up the teams 
and to educate school staff about decision-making and collaboration. They 
did this based on Corner's guidelines, on their ov,,n training its social work- 
ers, and on their reflections on experience in the schools. This is why they 
suggested the use of long-established parts of Corner's program like Discov- 
ery Rooms, as well as the use of peer mediation, which is not usually a part 
of the program. They were assertive with principals, coaching them about 
their ,'elationships with staff and parents, with the central office, and with 
local school councils, and about school plans. Youth Guidance central office 
staff also canvassed the country in search of effective and practical curricul.'l 
and instructional techniques that might meet the needs of local schools. 
Youth Guidance staff were ,'arely advocates. However, they actively pro- 
vided options to schools that could not readily generate their own and they 
persisted with issues until decisions were made. 

This raises the question: How much was this a Comer effect and how 
much a Youth Guidance effect? Th,'oughout the implementation period, 
Youth Guidance officials were in close contact with the SDP headquarters at 
Yale, learning from their colleagues there but also teaching them. On many 
occasions, Corner's theoretical work clearly provided guidelines for practical 
actions, serving both its a blueprint and its a gene,al orienting device. There- 
fore, Comer is intrinsic to the end result. Even so, this study is more an 
evaluation of Youth Guidance's variant of the Comer program than it is an 
evaluation of the program per se, given that some implementation specifics 
are supposed to va W fl'om district to district. This may be one reason why the 
Chicago results were so different from those achieved by the local program 
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var iant  in P r ince  G e o r g e ' s  County .  Corner ' s  SDP is no  c o o k i e  cu t te r  w h o l e  
s c h o o l  p r o g r a m ,  as its e m p h a s i s  on  p r o c e s s  g u a r a n t e e s .  So the  b o t t o m  l ine 
o n  Corner ' s  p r o g r a m  has to d e p e n d  o n  s y n t h e s i z i n g  resul ts  ac ross  severa l  
s c h o o l  distr icts  that  i m p l e m e n t  the  p r o g r a m  wi th  d i f fe ren t  pr ior i t ies  and  
pract ices .  

Notes 

This research was i l lade l)ossible by gr'lntS from lhe MacArthur Foundation and the 
Rockefdler  Foundation ;ind support was provided by the Center for Advanced Stticly in 
the I3chavioral Sciences, where the first author was a Fellow in 1997/98. 

~Based on district records, the average student mobility rate in these schools is 30%. 
-'OLS analyses usillg four grade levels as well :is phase and Comer status showed 

some interactions of Comer and grade. However, they were hardly me)re than would be 
expected by chance and they did not replicate within clomains. We proceed assuming that 
the treatment effects we discuss are not contingent on grade and so stunming across 
grades is warranted. 

3persoilal Valuing of  Education was left ()tit hecause (if its eollceptual redulldancy 
wid l  Sttidenl Acceptance of School Values. 

+:The size of the initial achievement difference is slightly different in Tables 2 ,uKt 11. 
This is because file population in Table 2 comprises :ill students who provided data :it the 
beginning {if the school year, whether in Grade 5 or 6. The population in Table 11 
comprises all fifth graders who provided dal:a. 

SThe analysis takes no account of grade differences in tile size of any Coiller effect 
because we checked for this at :in early stage in the analysis and could find no lnore thai1 
w()uld be expected by chance. 

nWe did not cise the instrci131cntal variable approach to mediationai ana lyses  sug- 
gested by Angrist, hnbrens, and Rubin (1996) because it relics on a successfully imple- 
mented randomized experiment. Although ours was largely achieved, it was not perfectly 
achieved. 
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